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About 300 persons attended the "Stump Speaking" held Saturday at the Calloway County Courthouse. The event,
sponsored br the local Democratic Organization, grossed about $400 for the local party, with around 35 candidates
speaking at the affair.
Staff Photos by David NM
thMulliay Ledger 8z TImes-




Mrs. L. W. (Mary) Murdock was
pronounced dead on arrival at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah, Sunday at 2:28
a.m.,- after being injured in a one car
accident on Highway 94, two miles west
of Murray at about 11:20 p.m. Satur-
day.
Kentucky State ' Trooper Charles
Stephenson investigated the accident
and said that the Murdock car left the
road and struck a light pole. Mrs.
Murdock was trapped in the car for
sometime before being taken to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and
then transferred to Lourdes where she
was pronounced dead on arrival.
Mrs. Murdock, age 62, was a licensed
practical nurse at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and had just completed
her eight hours of duty at 11:00 p.m.
Saturday just prior to the traffic ac-
cident.
The deceased was a resident of
Farmington Route One and she and her
husband operated the Paradise
Friendly Home at Bell City. •
Mrs. Murdock is survived by her
husband, L. W. Murdock; two
daughters, Mrs. Lou Ellen Dowdle,
Memphis, Tn., and Mrs. David
Tarkington, West Memphis, Ark.; three
sops, Billy Cole Poyner, Mayfield, Joe
W. Poyner, Millington, Tn., and Hal
Van Poyner, Memphis, Tn.; two step
daughters, Mrs. Martha Pritchard,
Mayfield Route One, and Mrs. Annie
Laura Farris, Farmington Route One;
one step son, Ben Flint Murdock,
Humboldt, Tn.; two sisters, Mrs. Daisy
Lou Boyd, Cedartown. Ga., and Mrs.
Lucille M. Stephenson, Milan, To.; one
brother, John Taylor Melvin, Florida.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at two p.m. at the chapel of the
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, with
Bro. William Hardison officiating.
Burial will follow in the Bell City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home.
County School Board Adopts
School Calendar For Next Year
The Calloway County School Board
has adopted a school calendar for Ur
1977-78 school year.
August 18 will be the first half day of
school with students, with August 19 the
first full day. The last day of school will
be May 24, 1978.
The board has also approved
payments to Castleberry Architects
and to Crouch Construction for the new
library and cafeteria at Calloway High
School. Those additions are nearly
completed, but will not be used this
year.
The board also approved applications
for several federal programs, and will
participate in the Region I film library
in which the schools will receive films
at reduced costs.
The final draft agreement with
Murray State University for the kin-
dergarten program was approved, and
applications are being taken for the
kindergarten, in case any of those
students already registered do not
attend next fall, Superintendent Jack
Rose said.
inside today
The board approved the facility
survey report presented at the April 21
meeting, which was prepared by the
state department of education. The
main recommendation was the con-
struction of a Seventh and Eighth grade
Middle School in the vicinity of the high,
school, for which funds are still;
unavailable.
In personnel matters, Mrs. Mildred
Lassiter, a teacher at East Elemental,'
School, will retire at the end of this
year.
Tuesday Last Day
To Pick Up Ballots
Tuesday, May 17 will be the last day
for persons wishing to pick up absentee
ballots for the May 24 primary election
to do so according to County Clerk
Marvin Harris.
Harris said that the absentee ballots
could be picked up at his office in the
courthouse up until 5 p.m. Tuesday.
One Section —12 Pages
"second front page"
Check out Page Five, our "second front page" today.
You'll find several more stories of local interest, including
one on Murray State University's 54th annual Com-
mencement exercises.
mostly sunny
Mostly sunny and warm today,
high in the upper Ms. Fair and
mild tonight, low in the low 80s.
Partly sunny and warm Tuesday
but with a slight chance of an
afternoon thundershower, high in
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DOUBLE CHECKING—Mrs. roes Keller and Forrest Priddy look over plans
for parking at the Kentucky State Charity Horse Sliew to be held May 20
and 21 at the Western Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center.
(Sufi Photo by Pele WvT0
Efforts Of Many Go
Into Horse Show
By PETE WYRO -
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
If this year's Kentucky State Charity
Horse Show scores the success it is
expected to attain, it will be from the
efforts of the many members of the
Signa Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, and the Rotary Club of
Murray.
But in particular, it will be from the
efforts of two people who provide the
guiding force behind this year's two
night show, May 20 and 21.
They are Mrs. Lois Keller,
representing the Sigmas, and Forrest „
Priddy, the Vice-president-elect of the
Rotary.
For Mrs. Keller, the horse show is
just one of many community efiorts
into which she has thrown tier
organizational and leadership
capabilities in the eighteen years that
she and her husband, Don have lived in
Murray.
And, its been that boundless earkr
and involvement that has characterized
this wisp of a woman and has led to her
appointment as the Safety Chairman of
the Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs.
Though she jokingly admitted that
she "didn't know one end • of a horse
from the other," the petite Mrs. Feller
has high regard for the Horse Show
even to the point of calling it a
"beautiful" event.
She admits that she learned last year
that she preferred the harness ponY
events, and that the pomp and
ceremony of the horse show *appeals to
her. And yet, in her eighteen years in
Kentucky, she has never been to the
Kentucky Derby, the state's most
acclaimed showing.
A mother of three sons and one
daughter, she states that much of her
interest with community projects has
been "because someone had to do their
part," and it's been that attitude that
has led to her work with a mock
Broadway production a few years ago,
and her chairing numerous committees
for the Sigmas.
She has no quams about Women's
Club work and staunchly defends it
saying "it does a heck uva lot of good."
Forrest Priddy found himself facing
the challenge of this year's Horse show
with his election to the vice-presidency
of the Murray Rotary Club.
And, although he, too, has done
nothing previously with horse shows,
his organizational abilities have been
attested to with his community in-
volvement with the Boy Scouts both
locally and regionally.
His quiet demeanor doesn't seem to
. fit the image one might • have of a
successful, much travelled salesman
- whose: territory includes portions of
Western Tennessee, Western Kentucky,
and Missouri.
But somehow, he finds time to fit the
community into his activities, and that
includes this year's .rendition of the
horse show.
For example, last Thursday,
although his schedule called for an
already packed itinerary, he managed
to fit the Rotary meeting, laundry, and
even a special meeting with Mrs. Keller
to disCuss progress on the horse show
into his day.
And, although he has never thought
that he had a special interest in horses,
See HORSE SHOW,




Dr. Joe N. Prince, dean of the College
of Creative Expression at Murray State
University, has accepted a one-year
appointment as special assistant to the
chairman of the National Endowment
lot the Arts in Washington, D. C.
He was granted a public service leave
of absence, beginning July 1, by the
board of regents on Saturday. He will
serve as liaison between the chairman
and the board of the National
Endowment for the Arts and all of
higher education.
John C. "Jack" Winter, assistant
dean of the College of Creative
Expression, was named acting dean to
serve during the absence of Prince. A
faculty member since 1948, Winter was
recently. named the distinguished
professor of the year by the Alumni
Association.
In other action, the board appointed
two new departmental chairmen and an
interim chairwoman. They are: Dr.
Thomas I. "Tim" Miller, accounting
and finance; Dr. Delbert E. Wylder,
English; and Martha Erwin, nursing.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, university
president, called it "quite an honor, not
only for Dean Prince, but for the
university, that he has been selected for
the prestigious assignment."
Prince, an alumnus of Murray State
who became a dean in 1969, will provide
staff assistant to the Higher Education
Task Force of the National Council on
the Arts.
Nancy ;Hanks, chairman of the
National Endowment for the Arts,
specified three areas in which Prince
will - be exploring the current and
potential roles of the Endowment and
the U. S. Office of Education —
professional training, career
development, and training and re-
training of the art educator.
• .The 40-year-old Prince, a native of
Crossville, Ill., earned the master's and
doctiiral degrees at the University of
Illinois, where he served five years as
an assistant dean of the College of
Education. He also has high school
teaching experience in Poplar Bluff,
- Mo.
• Prince spent the summer of 1974
working in Washington in the office of
U. S. Sen. Adlai E. Stevens—on III, D-Ill.,
on a Senate Fellowship.
Winter, who teaches piano and organ
along with his duties as assistant dean,
'has become well known for slide-tape
presentations he has developed about
pipe organs in the United States,
Canada, and Europe.
A native of Lake Charles, La., he
earned the B. M. degree at Louisiana
State University and the M. M. degree
at the University of Michigan.
Miller, who joined the faculty at
Murray State in 1967. will assume his
See REGENTS,
Page 12, Column 5
Theatre To Meet
Here On Tuesday.
The Cilloway County Community
Theatre Arts, Inc., will meet Tuesday,
May 17, at 7:30 p. m. at the Public
Library.
A slate of officers will be presented
and the by-laws approved. Plans for
summer programs will be discussed
and reports ffom various committees
will be given.
The newly formed nonprofit theatre
has now been issued a certificate of
incorporation from the Secretary of
State and membership is now officially
open to charter members, a spokesman
said.
Prostitution Story A
Cruel Hoax Says Curris
An investigation of an alleged
prostitution ring linked with Murray
State University coeds is continuing, a
spokesman for the Kentucky State
Police said today, but no evidence has
been found to corroborate the story, the
spokesman added.
"En the absence of any corroboration
it now appears that a rather cruel hoax
has been played upon the university
and the women students," Dr. Con-
stantine Cum's, MSU president, told the
university's board of regents Saturday.
A journalism student at the
university, Holmes Harbson, alleged in
a story prepared for a class assignment
that at least 14 female students were
involved in a prostitution operation
headquattered in Tennessee.
Harbson claimed in the story that he
interviewed 11 girls who admitted
participation in the ring. His story
quoted the girls as saying they worked
two or three nights a week and earned
approximately $5130,a month, according
to one report.
Dr. Curns told the regents, meeting
here Saturday, ,that state and federal
investigators have not been able to find
any evidence that the student's report
is factual. -
"It appears th4t the FBI and the
Kentucky State Police have come to
some preliminary conclusions that
there is no tie with MSU," Dr. Curns
said. "They have not been able to
identify any coeds on this campus who
were involved in any kind of
prostitution activity as alleged in the
story."
The story surfaced when Harbson
appeared on MSU-TV, and reported this
allegation in an interview. Prior to that
interview, the story had been offered by
Harbson's instructor, Dr. Carl Denbow,
to the MSU News.
The editors of the news, however,
declined to print the story because they
did not have sufficient time before the
end of the school year to substantiate
the article.
Denbow then gave the story to a
reporter for the Paducah Sun-
Democrat which published a story on
the allegations containing excerpts
from -Barbson's story on May 9. The
Murray Ledger & Times reported the
allegations on that same day.
Dr. Curris commended the student
editors of the college newspaper for not
publishing Harbson's story. He said the
student newspaper had the opportunity
to run the story first but used
"professional judgement" in refusing
the story without first proving it true.
Kentucky State Police officials, even
though they have not yet found
evidence to back up the allegations,
have not discounted the possibility that
Harbson Is story is true.
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Have you noticed lately
what a beautiful world we
have^ I got. up early this
morning while the dew was
still on the grass and the sun
was just making its ap-
pearance. Everything was
glistening, the trees were so
fresh and green and the air
was pure spring itself. I
sometimes wonder why God is
so good to us when we take so
 --11441e-eace,--04-144--wopld, His
--"--tr-are-ser-piedigal and we
accept them so Casually. One
of the rewards of gardening is
that one who plants and digs
and sows and cultivates,
appreciates growing things of
all kinds We see more of the
beauty spread before us, and
are aware of it, because we
come in closer contact with it.
Let's open our eyes and hearts
and enjoy to the fullest the
miracles that are here.
I have seen some of the best
vegetable gardens this week I
have noticed in several years.
And people Seem to be learn-
ing to get ,the most out of
every foot of space. One map
plants squash around his corn.
New fertilizer methods make
it possible to plant rows closer
together. There are bush type
vegetables like cucumber,
squash and such that take up
less room. I don't have .a
vegetable garden but I have
two sons who do, so I make
raids on theirs occasionally
and enjoy it. ,
I received a unique Mother's
Day gift, a lovely bouvet of
roses. Each rose bore the
name of the donor. There were
five of them, all grand-
children, all members of the
same family. I am leaving the
cards on the blossoms to see
which one lasts the longest.
Have you ever planted any
Sprekalia? I have-some bulbs
ready to go in the ground and
pope to get it done before the
day is over. They are a bright
scarlet and an exotic looking
bloom. The old name is Aztec
Lily, and it looks as if it had
come from Egypt or Central
America or some such far off
place. It is an interesting and
lowly plant. Have you planted
an unusual plant yet? Now is
the time to do it.
We always think of May as
being the month of the Iris, the
Peony and the rase. Roses are
blooming everywhere, from
the dainty miniature to the big
climbers. On a porch near by
is a mass of blossoms from the
entwined branches of red and
—whiteelimbers. '
- It is time to plant Dahlias
too. I love the little dwarf kind
that seem to go on blooming
all summer long. The colors
are so bright and cheerful.
Such clear yellow, and pink
with all shades of red and
purple. Few flowers have such
a wide variety of color. t in
a few, you'll love the
GARLIC BREAD
You can eally shake up
summer tastes by serving
cheesy garliq bread heated
over the coalg with whatever
meal. you're planning. Garlic
butter is made 'by creaming
one-half cup, or one stick, of
butter with a crushed garlic
clove. If you're slicing long
French bread or Vienna
bread, butter is first, then
insert American process
cheese slices. Wrap the break
in foil, then heat for 15 to 20
minutes.
CHICAGO Party dresses
,f‘ly .strnmer dre- in  a
romantic mood--sofC and
feminine with floating tiered
panel's or relaxed peasan*
styling.
4-11 members who want to
include these special occasion
looks in their summer ward-
robes will find them easy to
wear and care loran cotton
eyelet 'or polyester-cotton
blends.
Young people. can learn to
be well-dressed for all occa-
sions in the national 4-H
clothing program conducted
by the Cooperative Fxtension
Service and supported by
Coats & Clark Inc.
Practical 4-FI clothing proj-
ects teach girls and boys 9-19
how to make and buy clothes
and accessories -that fit their
individual life-styles. 4-H •
niernters learn-by-4n g to
piah basic v.ardrobes,
prove their sewing tech-
niques, develop consumer
skills in wardrobe building,




4-H clothing projects are
fun as . well as educational.
And (hay can lead to recogni-
tion for 4-H members at all
levels of participation.
Coats & Clark provides
$1,000 scholarships to six na-
tional winners in the pro-
gram, an expense-paid trip to
National 4-H Congress to one
4-H'er per state, and up to
four medals of honor in each
county.
Winners are chosen by the
F.xtension Service and an-
nounced prior to the 56th
National 4-H Congress in
Chicago Nov. 27-Dec. I. Ihe
awards program is arranged
by National 4-H Council..
More information is availa-
ble from county extensions
agents.
Summer's soft looks are perfect tor young wardrobes. In the
national 4-H clothing program conducted by the Cooperative
Extension Service and supported by Coats & Clark Inc., young
people 9-19 learn skills in making and purchasing clothing and
accessories. And they can earn recognition at county, state and
national levels.




Hospital was one of 28 par-
ticipants to successfully
complete the American
Laundry and Linen College
ALI.Ci Educational
Program, Part 1 hosted at
Eastern Kentucily University,
Richmond. Thi-ras the first
program of its kind to be held
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Thru Wed.
641 N Central Ctr
TEI—iru Wed, 
PA  EAGLE
Vilat 4 [Pt.ttW WW1 HAS LANDED
Sylvester "COCKY" Stekone
and Henry "KWH" Winkler in
"NE LORDS OF FLATBUSII" (PG)
AND
"DRIVE-IN" (PG)






utfr "STREET PEOPLE" (R)
END












The ALLC is patterened
after a similar organization in
_Canada chlled .the Canadian
Laundry and Linen College.
Loueva Mathis
The ALLC is associated with
the National Association of
Institutional Laundry
Managers (NAILM). ALLC is
an educational program
designed to provide continuing
professional education to
Xealth -wise
By Marylou Blosser, RN
Nonsmoker's BM of Rights
In January, 1974, the Unit-
ed States National Interagen-
cy Council of Smoking and
Health signed and adopted a
Nonsmoker's Bill of Rights.
The bill declared three basic
rights:
1. The Right to Breathe
Clean Air.
Nonsmokers have the right
to breathe clean air, free from
harmful and irritating tobacco
smoke.
2. The Right to Speak Out.
Nonsmokers have the right
to express firmly but politely
their discomfort and ad-
verse reaction to tobacco
smoke.
3. The Right to Act.
Nonsmokers have the right
to take action through legisla-
tive channels, social pressures
or any other legitimate means
—as individuals or in groups
—to prevent or discourage
smokers from polluting the
atmosphere and to seek the




1. Let your family, friends,
co-workers and strangers
know you mind if they smoke.
2. Request seating in "non-
smoking" sections when you
travel.
3. Support legislation to
restrict smoking or set up
smoke-free areas in public
you
people employed in the
laundry management field.
The program encompassed
a full week of education. In-
structors included: Doug
Jones, second vice president
of NAILM and director of
laundry and linen services at
St. Mary's Hospital, Kansas
City, Missouri; Ernie Osin-
chuk, educational director of
Canadian Laundry and Liner
College and manager of linen
services at the University of
Alberta, Edmonton, Canada:
Wesley Breedlove, laundry
manager, St. Joseph Hospital,
Lexington; Dr. Emogene
Hogg, professor., business
education- and office ad-
ministration, EKU; Dr.
Raymond Otero, professor,
biological sciences, EKU; Art
Millard, Wyandot Chemical






Sunday night at which time
they received a basic orien-
tation to the program. Monday
through Friday involved in-
tensive training sessions
places.
4. Ask your doctor and
dentist to restrict smoking in
their waiting rooms; and work
to establish nonsmoking regu-
lations in all health care facili-
ties.
The American Lung Asso-
ciation has many informative
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"HONESTY AND NO 08116ATiONS"
Paid for by Jimmy ('hem.
during the day with evening
review sessions. The College




were awarded by Eastern
Kentucky University to the
students who successfully
completed the program.
Plans are currently un-
derway to host a Part „II
(advanced program) as well
as a repeat of the Part I




Associated Press Food Editor
By CECILY BROWNSTONE





From The Desk Of
LEAN W. CLOAR
Calloway County Extension




Fruit sweets, such as jams,
preserves, marmalades,
butters, and Conserves have a
special place on the menu.
They can be used to tempt the
appetite, add color and zest to
a meal, make a new dish o;
left-over food, or supply the
dessert for an emergency
meal. As they contain much
sugar, they are an excellent
source of energy and should be
a- part-4- the sugar
allowance for the day.
It's better to have a few jars
of perfect jams and jellies
than to have a great many jars
filled with a poor-quality
product. You might also want
to can some unsweetened fruit
juice in the summer or early
fall, end then make a few
glasses of jelly as needed
during the winter. Remember,
too, that marmalades, jams,
conserves and some preserves




1. SOFT JELLY — Not
enough pectin or acid, because
the wrong kind of fruit or over-
ripened fruit was used.. Too
much sugar to the amount of
juice ... Too little cooking of
juice ... Long, slow cooking of
juice.
2. TOUGH, GUMMY
JELLY — Too little sugar to
the amount of juice ... Cooking
jelly too long ... Cooking too
much juice at a time,
3. CLOUDY JELLY — Poor
method of *extracting juice ...
Use of green fruit, such is
apples, which contain star-
ch...Pouring jelly into glasses
from too great a distance
PEPPER CUOKIES
From foreign cuisine.














In large bowl of electric mix-
er cream butter, sugar and mo-
lasses. Beat in egg and milk to
blend. Stir together the remain-
ing ingredients. At low speed,
gradually beat the flow-spice
mixture into the creamed mix-
ture until smooth. On a pre-
pared pastry cloth with a pre-
pared stockinet-covered rolling
pin, roll out the dough one-half
at a time so it is 'between 1
and k• inch thick. With a
floured 2-inch round cutter, cut
'out. Place 1 inch apart on tintL- ..
reased cookie sheets. Bake in
Preheated 250-degree oven until '
golden and set — about 8 min-
utes. Remove to wire racks to
cool. Makes about 4 dozen. (All





Michael Sangster of Great
Britain registered the fastest
tennis serve ever recorded
when in 1963 he served
a tennis ball 154 mph.
above the glass ... Too much
pectin m the juice ... Allowing




Cooking juice too long
Cooking too much juice at a
time.
5. CRYSTALS IN JELLY —
Too much sugar to the amount
of juice ... Too little cooking
after sugar was added. (Juice
should cook at least 5 minutes
after sugar is added) ... Using
fruit from fully ripened
grapes.
6. FERMENTED JELLY —
Improper*lassa 
T9ost.rewrileizea2otikolasn of
jelly ... Improper_ seating of
lasses Storing in warm
place.
7. MOLDY JELLY — Im-
proper sterilization of glasses
... Paraffin not hot enough to
sterilize top of jelly.
Come by the Calloway
County.Extension Office at 209
Maple Street and pick up a
circular on Jellies, Jams,
Preserves & Marmalades.
A Food Preservation
Workshop will be held in the
County Extension .Office
Thursday, Kay NI aVICOO
a.m. and repeated at 7:00 p.m.
Everyone I. invited to attend
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You get 4 pieces of
delicious fish filet,
plentyof crisp french fries,
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lIrs. Lowry, lledalist
For Ladies Day Golf
• Betty Lowry was medalist
for the ladies day golf held at
the Murray Country Club on
,...Wednesday. May 11.
Championship flight win-
ners were Betty Lowry,
winner, Phyllis Kain and
Betty Jo purdom, lied for
runner-up spot with the latter
winner of overall putts..
The first flight winners were
Inns Orr, winner,' Cathryn
Garrott and Edith Garrison
tied for runner-up spot with
the former :winning the draw.
Second flight winners were
_ 
Nat;icjary' _Fwandrich, winner, and
.UrbenasKoenen, runner-up.
the third. flight, with - Martha-
Sue Ryan as the runner-up.
On Wednesday, May 18, the
lady golfers will play with
prizes to be awarded ac-
cording to each flight. Those
who wish to play but who are
not listed in the lineup should
come and be paired at the tee
if imatile to play. the _women
are asked to call the golf
hOstess. Eleatic:1'r Diuguid,
phone 753-4721.
Pairings are as follows:
Tee No. 1-
9:00 a.m. Sue Brown,
Carol Hibbard, Phyllis Kain,
and Euva N. Mitchell.
9:10 a.m. Toni Hopson,
Betty Stewart, Jerelene
Sullivan. and Betty 'Jo Pur-
dom.
9:20 a.m. - Euldene
Robinson, Frances Hulse,
Edith Garrison, and Margaret
Shuffett.
9:30 - Betty Lowry, Inus
Orr, Nancy Fandrich, and
Martha Sue Ryan.
9:40 a.m. Anna Mary
Adams, Norma Frank, Marge
Kipp, and Ruth Wilson.
4 -
Tee No. 4 — • ••
9:00 a.m. - Dianne
Villanova, Dorothy Fike,
Cathryn Garrott, and Bettye
Hunter. .




9:20 a.m. - Chris Grahatn,
Jean Doxee, Beverly Spann,
and Alice Purdom.
Tee No. 7 —
9:00 a.m. - Rowena
Cullorn7 Urbena Koenen,
Rebecca Irvan, and Juliet
Wallis.




• Monday, May 111
. Community Continuing
Nursing Education meeting
will be at the Murray-
Calloway Hospital conference
room at 7:30 p. m. with Dr.
Hal Houston as speaker.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p. m. at Flist
Presbyterian Church, Main'
and 16th Streets.
.„ Theta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have an
open meeting at the club house
at 7:30 p. m. with a special
lesson on "Refinishing Wood."
Billie._.cahnon,a_nd _V ic kie Humane SocietL will meet -seven p.m. —
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
130 p.m. at the church to
conclude the Bible Study
chapters.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at seven p.m. at the
new lodge hall on Highway 121
North, Coldwater Road.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center.
---aktbe LikArk-f0eKh
9:20 am.,- Aurelia Batts, p. m with cnarlie Snyder of
Thelma Eckerdt and -• Pat Paradise Kennels as speaker.
McHvynolds.
9:30 a.m. - Carla Rexroat,








Mrs. Anne E. Rose, Rt. 2,
Murray, Philip R. Merrell,
4711 Hart Hall MSU, Murray,
Clyde C. Busby, 225 Warren,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Donna J.
Norsworthy, Rt. 74 Murray,
Mrs. Diana I.. Duncan and
Baby Boy; Rt. 1, Dexter, Colin
M: Cudworth, 635 Hart Hall
MSU, Murray, J. Wilburn
Cavitt, 1917 Coldwater Rd.,
Murray, Mrs. Alta Mae Tyler,
220 Willow, Mayfield, Mrs.
Nell P. Hendon, Rt. 8, Murray?
Mar/in W. Elam, Rt. 8,
Murray, Rex S. Diuguid
(Expired), 104 So. lbth.,
Murray. 
.
Bluegrass State CB Club
will meet at the hall over
Wallis Drugs at seven p. m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A M will meet at the new
lodge hall on Highway 121,




Citizens will have a potluck
supper at 6:30 p. m. at' the
Robertson School gym.
Members and friends are
welcome:
Douglas Civic Improvement
ub will meet at the Douglas-
-Center, Nortl Second Street,
at seven p. m. Earnesteen
Skinner, president, urges all
interested persons to attend.
Tuesday,-May 17
Shrine Sewing Ladies group
will meet with Mrs. Lora.
Arnold, 1803 Westwood, at ten






Your Vote And Influence
Will Be Appreciated
Political






























































Funny thing about whistling, it helps ..
you to relax. And when stress starts
building, that's just what you should do.
Too many people let everyday ten-
sions build up to the boiling point. And
that's bad: It can lead to high blood
pressure or what'S worse, heart attack. '
So relax, stay calm. It's better for
your health.
How you take care of yourself directly
affects the eoit of health care for all of
us. In the long run, good health habits
are the best form of health care...and
the least expensive. I
At Blue qross and Blue Shield and
Delta Dent I of Kentucky we're con-
cerned about the cost of health care.
and think there is no better health care
plan than your own good health care
habits. With all of us helping each of
us, we can maintain quality health care
at the lowest possible cost.
Write us for information on quality '
health care plans. Blue Cross and !Rue
Shield and Delta Dental of Kentucky. -
9901 Linn Station Road. Louisville,
KY 40223
••••••••••
Murray Middle School PTO
will have an installation of
new officers and hear a
program by the Murray
Middle School. Stage Band at
seven p.m. in the school gy!ii.
Bazaar work day fihl be
held at ten a.m. by the First
United Methodist Church
Women. '
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
Music Department, Murray
)Voman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Hardin Sea4or Citizens will
have a social breakfast from
2:30 to 10:00 a.m., and
shopping 
------------ 
   .m.
to-four-pro-,
Ellis 'Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the senior
citizens including lesson on
'•Macrame Pot Hangers" at
10:30 a .M., sack lunch at noon,
and activities at one p.m., but
no band practice.
Wednesday, May 18
The J.N. Williams pter
of the UDC will have a lun-
cheon at the home of -Mils
Maude Nance, New Cohcord,
at twelve noon. Rowena
Stubblefield- will be cohostess
and Dr. James Hammack will
be speaker.
Ladies day events at the
Oaks Country Club will in-
clude bridge and golf ai 9:30
a.m.. with Ada Sue Roberts,
bridge hostess, and Virginia
Jones as 'golf hostess, and
ladies day luncheon at noon
with Sandy-Fulton- ana Edna
Sammons as co-chairmen of
the hostesses:
Murray Country Club ladies
will play -golf with Eleanor
Diuguid as hostess and tennis
with Agnes Payne and Mary
Jane Jackson as hostesses,




By Abigail Van Buren
DEAILABBY: 1 just read an article in a well-known
Akee.14 n6vspaptir that shook me up. It says that out of
every dollar given to the American Cancer Society more
than 57 cents went for salaries to officers., staffers and ad-
.lt attheitgli.theAtiiet
i,ok in more than $121.9 million in 1975, it spent less than 5
per cent on cancer victims.
Since yqu are always pushing the American Cancer Soci-
ety. thifik you should have these facts, Abby.
And please don't ask your readers to work for this
crummy outfit again.
bISGUSTED IN BUFFALO
DEAR DISGUSTED:  you were-oulficiesstly--dis--
gusted to write because it gives me the opportunity to tell
you (and about 60 million others) .that the "facts" you
quoted are simply' not true, and anyone who wants a finan-
cial report of the American Cancer Society can get it for
the asking.
Actual percentages of expenditure's for 1975 show thatfor the S100,963.273 spent by the American Cancer Soci-
ety. 27.1 per cent went for research: 13.3 per cent went for
patient services and 9.0 per cent went for community ser-
vices: 17.2.per cent went for public education; 10.2 per centfor professional education. Thus, the total directly spent
for cancer-fighting programs was 76.8 per cent.
The article you mention claimed that less than 5 per cent
of all the money the Society took in went to cancer vic-
tims. Not true. The direct help to cancer patients and their
families amounted to 22.3 per cent.
And as for the accusation that 57 cents out of every dol-
lar taken in by the American Cancer Society went for sal-
aries to officers and administration expenses, only 29 cents
of every dollar given to the Society went for staff salaries
the officers are UNPAID volunteers) and 5 cents went for
administrative expenses. Taken in the proper context, this
is an enviable and remarkable feat.
DEAR ABBY: There is this man- where 1 %,Or k who is
always talking about-sex. No matter what is said, he turns
It into something having to do with sex.
He is married and has a grown family, and if it weren't
tor this one fault of his, he would be a very nice person be-
cause he's imelligent, well-rgad and has a 'good sense of
humor Bill he spoils- everything by dragging sex -int"
t•ery conversation. What is wrong with him, anyway?
BUGGF,D-
DEAR BUGGED: I don't .know. But it probably his
something to do with- sex.. When a person constantly talks
about sex, it's a fairly safe bet that he's doing all-that he
can about it-talking.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "HATES TV Di AUSTIN. TEX.":
You may hate TV, burher_e's. what Lee Loevinger, a bril-
liant Washington, D.C. attorney, has to say About it: "Tele- •
vision is the literature of the illiterate, the culture of the
lowborn, the wealth of the poor, the privilege of the under-
privileged, the exclusive club of the excluded masses: tele-
vision is the golden goose that lays scrambled eggs. And it
is futile, probably fatal, to beat it for not laying caviar.
Anyway, more people like scrambled eggs than caviar."
Everyone has s, problem. What's yours? For • personal
reply, write to PARRY: Box', No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Annual Adams-Green Family
Reunion Is Held Sunday
The Adam's-Green
reunion was held Sunday,
May 8 at Holiday-- Inn in
Mayfield, with a Dutch
"cousin see cousin" dinner.
Enjoying the meal and
the period of fellowship
were: Miss Mable Green
and Miss Evelyn Green, of
St. Louis, Mr. and Mrs. Al
M. Smolen, of San
Clemente, Calif. Mr. and
Mrs. James Chapman,
Detroit, Mr. and Mrs.
Loren Adams, of Murray,
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Copeland, Reidland, Dr.
and Mrs. James Henry
Adams, John Adams, Mrs. 
Amanda Adams Rockwell
and Mr and Mrs. Lennis
Clark -all of -Mayfield,
Mr and Mrs. Ggrvis
Green, Marvin Hargrove,
Wesley Wright, of Graves
County, Mrs. Eva Green, of
Folsomdale, Mr. and Mrs.
Huie Green, Mr. and Mrs.




Green, and Ben Green, all
of Paducah, Mrs. Terry
Green, of Mayfield, Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Green,
Milburn and Mr. and Mrs.




y FOR TUESDAY, MAY 17, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
i 
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 IrA
Avoid overtaxing yourself —
a tendency now. Temper your
ambitions and desires with
COMITlOn sense.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
A good day for looking into
unusual offers - but with a
watchful eye. Especially
favored: legal matters, travel,
cultural pursuits.
GEMINI 
kMay fl to June 21)
You know whatyou %vent now,
so keep after it. Brook in-
terference from no one and
insist on the privacy you need to
carry out your plans.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) IRO
A bit of news received
unexpectedly could have a
happy impacton your finances:
may Concern a sound but long-
range investment proposition.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) J24A-fn
Get important matters out of
the way by noon, if .possible.
Certain planetary restrictions




(Aug. 24 to'Sept. 231 RP%.
Precautions, and prudence
must be your bywords now. Be
especially careful in business
transactions, -experimentation
and personal relationships.
-(11S;BRAtptena. 2r4 tinno 0:ent.
oe23s1 i&excerIllent!
If projects seem to have been
going awry recently, now's the
time to try again. Imagination
and ingenuitY stimulated. "
'SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) in,t4
New opportunities indicated '
in many fiejds - but especially
where monetary interests are
concerned. A splendid time_for
consolidating your position in
ItiliSAGIesPeAI.TTUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Don't discuss financial or
domestic problems with friends
or associates. Some situations
are best kept "in the family"-
especially now.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 10
Indifference could spoil what
should otherwise be a good day.
I Lis ter; To Thc
VOTE
Good opportunities available,
but you'll have to seek them out.
They won't be left on your
doorstep.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
With your keenness for
detecting flaws and your good
humor, you can solve . prac-
tically all of the -little"
quandaries waiting to trip the
unwary.
inscn
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Planetary influences' en-
courage both long-pending and
new ventures. Your innate
intuition and foresight should be
especially keen now.
NOW BOW TODAY- are
endowed -with - a brillant in-
tellect, great poise and dignity.
and tremendous imer strength.
You love Nutria!, and' are
unhappy if your surroundings
are not in keeping , with your
innate sense of order. Like most
Taureans, you have artistic
inclinations but, in you, an
affinity for the business world is- -
• even .stronger and, with your
fine executive ability, you could
be highly successful as a
banker, corporation head,
manufacturer or a leader in
public affairs. Science is also an
excellent outlet for your talents
- especially medicine and
physics. You tend toward ex-
tremism and must learn to
temper your great inner forces
with wisdom and moderation -
else chaos. Birthdate of: Ed-
ward Jenner, physician
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BUY 3 and SAVE
on PECHGLO by
VANITY FAIR
Once a year you have your chance to st(ick up on perfect little
Pechg1157.Thys famous fabric feels fresh and cool as a fluff uf
fine powder oe,xt to the'skin Marveir-)u•LiLy soft and abso.rberf
Nears and wears And launders like a dream
Really Save Now'
A SHORT PANTIE, 6-
8 9 reg 3 25 eri,
BRIEF, 4.7 fey- 2_25 ecl
8. reg 2 50 eor -
C BIKINI, 4-7 req 2 Oc
D .11TE' PANTIE, •,• ; (ii:
8 9, rneci,or, ,
NOW 3 FOR 7 50
NOW 3 FOR 8 25
NOW 3 FOR 6 00
NOW 3 FOR 6 50
NOW 3 FOR 5 25
length
NOW 3 FOR 7 50
NOW 3 FOR P 25
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The average American spends up to a
third of his life asleep, but he may know
less about the mattress he's lying on
than he does about products that oc-
cupy only a fraction of his time.
The National Association of Bedding
Manufacturers offers a guide to some of
the basics, but a spokesman for the
group admits that the "consumer has to
rely on the knowledge of the retail
salesman."
Mattress construction is a com-
plicated prOcess, the spokesman said.
All you get to see of the product is the
cover..
"Primarily you buy on feel," said the
bedding industry spokesman. "The big
thing today is a firm mattress. The idea
is to get the firmest support possible
without it feelintlike a board."
You have to take the word of the
salesman and the guarantee of the
manufacturer that the mattress will
feel the same a year from now as it does
today. -
A little bit of knowledge will go a long
way, however, in helping you to ask the
right questions. The salesman should
know the answers about construction
and quality: if he doesn't you might
want to switch salesmen or stores.
Mattresses and boxsprings generally
range in size from the twin -38 inches
wide by 75 inches long - to the king -
76 inches wide and 80 inches long.
Most experts, including the
manufacturers, say you should buy a
new boxspring whenever you choose
new mattress. If the mattress is worn
, out, the spring probably is due for
replacement as well, they claim.
There are two basic types of mat-
tresses: innerspring and foam. The
foam mattresses are less expensive;
they generally do not last as long,
however.
The foam mattress coliksts of a core
of cushiony urethane foam - either the'
standard type or a new, high-resiliencY
variety for increased support - and a
synthetic cover. Combinations of loath
may be laminated together to produce
varying density.
The innerspring mattress is more
complicated. It consists of springs, a
layer of insulation - not the kind you
use to save energy in your home,
cushioning and cover.
The standard double mattress 53 by
75 inches has a minimum of about 250
coils. Some varities may have up to
1,000 coils, but the wire used for the
coils is likely to be lighter in weight.
The bedding manufacturers'
spokesman said the optimum con-
struction generally is considered to
include 312 coils of l3't gauge wire. Ask
the salesman for check manufacturers'
literature to find out the number of coils
and the strength of-the wire before you
buy.
The springs are covered with an
insulator, either a pad of some kind or
netting or a wire arrangement,
designed to prevent the springs from
sticking into your back and to keep the
cushioning material from sinking into
the center of the coils. Some
manufacturers use extra insulation to
increase the firmness of the mattress;
others rely on a heavier gauge wire.
On top of the insulator is the
cushioning material: layers of cotton
• felt, urethane foam or a synthetic fiber.
The cushion is designed to. provide
surface softness for comfort.
The final component is the cover, also
known as the ticking. The manufac-
turers group says all tickings today are
made of synthetics - partly to meet
federal flammability standards for
resistance to ignition by a lighted
cigarette.
/ Other features to look for in the
mattress include ventilators - little
metal disks along the sides, handles so
you can turn the mattress easily and
reinforced supports around the edges to
prevent sagging.
Most boxsprings are sold in sets with
mattresses and the manufacturers'
guarantee may depend on the two items
being purchased as a pair. Read the
fine print carefully.
Whatever you choose, make sure to
sit and lie on the mattress. When sit-
ting, see how well the edge of the
mattress supports you. Does it spring
back quickly when you get up? Lie
down to check support under the
shoulders and hips. Roll around a bit to
make sure that the mattress does not
sway or sag.
Bible Thought
As it is written, Jacob have I
loved, but Esau have I hated. Ro-
mans 9:13.
It God can love the scheming and
conniving and unlovely Jacob, then
perhaps I can be assured that God
can love me!
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of .all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems -
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns; write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria: Ohio
45381. Senior oitizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be Printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 73 years old and
am planning on selling my home and
moving to an apartment.
I know there are many things you
should look for in an apartment, but -I
am sure that I will overlook something.
Do you know where! can get a checklist
to make sure that my apartment has
everything I need? N. R.
ANSWER: Heartline ' has received
this question from many of its readers,
so it has developed the "Apartment
Checklist." Your free copy is on the
way.
Anyone wishing a free "Aoartment
Cheeklist," write to Headline -
Apartment Checklist, 114 E. Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
Please enclose a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope.
HEARTLINE: I am a 67-year-old
widow drawing Social Security
benefits.
Many times door-to-door salesmen
sell me a lot of merchandise I do not
really need. Do you have any ideas on
what I can do to help myself with this
problem? R. T.
ANSWER: Tt4 seems to be a
problem for many people, as well as
older Americans.
Aggressive door-to-door salesmen
can sometimes be very hard to say
"NO" to. Here is a list of tips offered by
the Direct Selling Association IDSA to
help you in dealing with door-to-door
salesmen.
1. Be cautious of any seller who starts
out, "I'm taking a survey...," "You've
been selected...," or, "You've just
won..."
2. Ask for identification which shows
the salesperson's name, local address
and the company he or she represeats.
If in doubt, check with your local Better
Business Bureau or consumer
protection agency.
3. Buy only because you need the
product, NOT .because the seller is
-working his way through college,"
etc.
4. Choose wisely. Select quality
products at fair prices.
5. Refuse to sign contracts which
include offers to refund our money if
you recommend friends.
6. Take sufficient time to think over
your purchase. Don't be afraid to ask
questions. Demand direct answers.
7. When you make any major pur-
chase, don't sign a sales Contract until
you read it, understand it and know the
total cost including any finance
charges. Your signature on the contract
constitutes a legal obligation.
8. Report unfair selling practices to
the company involved, the DSA and
your local Better Business Bureau or
consumer protection agency.
The DSA has a strict, quick-action
code of ethics which forbids unfair
selling practices among its member
firms. You can teach the DSA at 1730 M
Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20036.
HEARTLINE: I must have surgery
Lack Of Issues Is Main
Characteristic Of GA Races
By SZ RAMSEY
Associated Press bwriter
FRANKFORT, Ky. API - The lack
Of any burning issue is perhaps the
main characteristic of .the current
legislative races in Kentucky.
Also apparently absent from the May
24 primaries is any semblance of open
?factionalism within the dominant
Democratic party.
No candidates seem to be attaching
themselves to gubernatorial prospects
for 1979 such as Commerce Com-
missioner Terry McBrayer, Auditor
George Atkins, Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall
or Congressman Carroll Hubbard.
There are local issues. There are
some colorful personalities. There are a
few unusual races. But there is no
pattern of statewide controversy.
In 1971, the speeches Of General
Assembly candidates were•filled with
discussion of the 5-cent sales tax and
what to exempt from it.
A few years later, environmental
issues became fashionable, with
newer politicians using ;t as a
springboard for office.
These days, it would seem energy
should‘become a political catchword.
However, it is such a broad, com-
plicated' subject that voters perhaps
sense the state can do little or nothing
about it.
In any event, there is no topic of in-
tensity that overlays the legislative
contests-which presumably reflects a
certain apathy among the electorate.
So one has to look to individual races,
and there are two with striking
similarities.
One is the attempt of Rep. Norbert
Blume, D-Louisville, to keep his post in
the 43rd District.
Another is the effort of Rep. William
Kenton, fl-Lexington, to hold his seat in
the 75th District.
The parallels are impressive.
Both are statehouse veteran-
s-Blume since 1964 and Kenton since
1970.
Both have been House speater-
s-Blume in 1972 and 1974, when he was
successfully challenged by Kenton.
Both come from districts with heavy
black populations.'
Both have almost spotless recordson
urban improvements and civil rights.
Yet, both are in trouble because of
oppOsition from articulate blacks -
with Carl Hines opposing Blume and
Theodore Berry challenging Kenton.
Gov. Julian Carroll has said he would
support all Dernbcratic pcumbentS,
and that presumably means even
Blume, who he shoehorned out of the
speakership.
Such aid as that may amount to does
not make Blume dance for joy,
although Kenton could br the much
bigger beneficiary in his crisis.
Another beneficiary is Sen. Delbert
Murphy, D-Owensboro, bpposed by
Rep. Charles Wible, D-Owensboro, a
cautious lawmaker who for some
reason left a safe post to challenge the
incumbent.
Wible has criticized the governor's
attitude, contending Carroll should not
be meddling in local primary races. -
There are some interesting contests
in the Bluegrass area, including two
districts with no incumbents.
Former state Sen. Wilson Palmer, D-
Cynthiana, is trying to regain the 30th
District, reportedly with Carroll's help.
But Ea Ford, a Cynthiana
veterinarian, is providing strong op-
position, and area politicians are un-
sure of the outcome. ,
Former Eastern Kentucky
University President Robert Martin of
Richmond is making his political debut
in the 22nd Senate District, probably
also backed by the governor.
Again, he has a vigorous challenger
in Mercer County Atty. Michael
Conover.
to remove cataracts this summer. I
know that Medicare will cover the
surgery, but I'm wondering if they will
cover the corrective lenses I will need
after surgery. Can you give me this
information? C. R.
ANSWER: It is true that Medicare
will help cover the cost of your cataract
sur4ery. Also, your corrective lenses
w.411 be coix.red. .
, When turning the bill into Medicare,
make sure your optical supplier
pro‘ ides a complete description of the
type of cataract lens supplied to you.
For example, whether your lenses are
temporary or permanent, plaatic or
.;lass, or one or two lenses with or
without frames.
By having this information included
in our Medicare claim, your claim will
be processed faster and your payment
will be sent to you sooner.
For people on Medicare, Headline
has developed "Headline's Guide to
Medicare." This book has been com-
pletely updated to include all new
material for 1977.
It's in easy to understand, question-
and-answer form. It includes a com-
plete explanation of Parts A and B and
a sample Medicare claim form with
!nstructions on how to fill it out. -
To order, send $1.50 to "Heartline's
Guide to Medicare," 114 E. Dayton
Street, West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
This book is completely guaranteed.
Please allow six weeks for delivery.
10 Years Ago
Congressman Frank Albert .4.4b-
blefield today announced the approval
by the U.S. Public Health Service of a
Community Mental Health Center Staff
-Grant for the Western Kentucky Region
Mental Health and Mental Retardation
Advisory Board for nine counties in the
Purchase area including Calloway.
The Kentucky Highway Department
has announced the approval of con-
struction of the Sulphur-Buffalo Road
near New Concord.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Grace
Smothers, Howard C. Wylie, Carl
Tucker, M. R. Cox, and Randal
Anderson.
Mrs. Paul C. (Dottie) Mosteller,
Missionary to Thailand, will be speaker
at the Girls Auxiliary Coronation
program at the First Baptist Church
tonight.
New officers of the Murray Woman's
Club installed by Mrs. Irvin Gilson,
Eddyville, District Governor, were
Mrs. David Govnuis, Mrs. Henry
McKenzie, Mrs. Donald Keller, Mrs. 0.
B. Boone, Jr., Mrs. A. G. Wilson, and
Mrs. Purdom Outland.
20 Years Ago
The National Safety Council an-
nounced that the Murray Manufac-
turing Company has been presented the
Council's "Award of Merit" plaque for
a noteworthy safety performance
during 1956, according to Macon
Blankenship, safety director of the
plant.
The fifth annual Governor's Cup
Sailing Regatta will be held at Ken-
tucky Lake State Park, June 1 and 2.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Olive
Nesbitt, age 89.
Miss Pat Owen, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. 11. W. Owen of Murray, was
recently elected to the Music Com-
mittee of Wesley Foundation, Murray
State College.
The Mozart Music Club composed of
piano students of Lillian Watters, met
May .10 at the home of Mrs. G. T. Lilly
with Mrs. H. L. Oakley as cohostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Billington are in
Bermuda on an all expense paid trip




Murray Ledger & Times Editor
The following is entitled "Self-
Piscipline..'L W ate4assingit.along for
- our readers' benefit
0+0
Grant me the self awareness to know
honestly what I am, what I can do and
what I cannot.
The judgement to channel my
energies into those avenues which best
utilize my abilities and do not require
talents I do not possess.
The wisdom to admit error and learn
from my experiences that I may grow
and develop to avoid repetition of
mistakes.
May I be granted the humility to
learn from others, though they be
different, older or younger, or of
humbler station than I.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, May 16, the 136th
day of 1977. There are 229 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1871, British Columbia
became a province of the Dominion of
Canada.
On this date:
In 1639, what is now Newport, R.I.,
was founded.
In 1770, Marie- Antainette was
married to King Louis the 16th of
France,
In 1927, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
that bootleggers must file income tax
returns.
In 1929, the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences awarded its
first Oscars - to Janet Gaynor and
Emil Jimnings.
In 1960, a Big Four summit con-
ference in Paris collapsed as the
Soviets leveled spy charges against the
U.S. after the shooting down of an
American U-2 reconnaissance plane
over the U.S.S.R.
In 1974, Marshal Tito of Yugoslavia
signed a document making him
president for life.
Ten years ago: Chairman William
McChesney Martin of the Federal
Reserve Board warned that stock
market speculation at that time
resembled the boom which preceded
the Great Depression.
Five years ago: Secretary of the
Treasury John Connally resigned from
the Nixon Cabinet, and George Shultz
was picked as a successor.
One year ago: The civil war in
Lebanon reached a new peak of
violence, with scores of people killed in
fighting between Christians and
Moslems in Beirut.
Today's birthday: Actor Henry
Fonda is 72 years old.
Thought for today: "Great talkers
are little doers." - Benjamin Franklin,
1706-1790.
The courage to make decisions
_wherever thy are peccssary. and to
avoid rashness whenthey are not.
The sensitivity to judge reactions of
others that I may modify my actions to
meet the needs of those affected.
Grant that I may develop the con-
sideration to recognize the value of
each individual, to respect those with
whom I have contact, neither stifling
their development nor exalting myself
at their expense.
That I may be understanding to
acknowledge that I can be no more
effective than my environment enables
me to be.
That I may deal with people so they
can help me by helping themselves.
Grant me the tolerance to recognize
mistakes as a cost of true learning and
to stand behind my decisions accepting
my responsibility for my actions.
The insight to develop a personal
philosophy that my life may have more
meaning and satisfaction.
Most of all, grant me the patience to
live realistically with me, striving
always for the better, but recpgnizing
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ficial of your choice
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0: Mr. P.F. is alarmed
because he has read occasional
stories in the prate that a new,
serious (rin of gonorrhea has
appeared. He asks if a
widespread epidemic of an un-
controllable form of the disease
could occur.
A: A few scattered cases of a
resistant form of gonorrhea
have been periodically re-
ported They have been suc-
cessfully controlled by chang-
ing to a different antibiotic.
Little or no danger exists
that such cases will ever reach
epidemic pr)portions Only 129
cases have been reported in 20
stiles during the first quarter
of this year.
Our main problem in.
venereal disease control is to
By F.J.L Blasingame. M.D
encourage those persons who
are infected with ordinary
strains of goierrhea germs to
have prompfetreatment with
penicillin and to continue
under care until all signs of the
infection are gone.
Fortunately, fewer cases of
gonorrhea are occuring now
than did two years ago.
Though such infections are all
too common, they are con-




. 0: Mrs. H.H. asks whether it
is safe to have a permanent
while pregnant. Also, she wants
to know if hair takes curling
satisfactorily during pregnan-
cy.
A: A permanent during
pregnancy is regarded as safe
and without any influence on
the course of pregnancy.
While it has been reported by
some beauticians that hair
does not take a permanent as
well during pregnancy, no. .
scientific evidence is available
to show that such an opinion is
accurate.
Hair grows at about one-half
inch per month. Hair is dead
tissue, and most of the hair ma
woman's head was formed
prior to her pregnancy. Only
that hair which is nearer her
head (4.5 inches) would grow
throughout a nine-month preg-
nancy, and most of this portion
of the hair would not be in-
volved in a 'permanent. The
hair farthest from the scalp
F.J.L Blasingame, MD.
should in no way be altered as
a result of pregnancy.
It is generally recognized
that the amount of oiliness of -
the scalp may change to some
degree during pregnancy. This
oil is secreted by the scalp and
may require that hair be sham-
pooed more often. This oilinew,-iti
may affect the texture or feel of
the hair during pregnancy and
may be the basis of the opirion
that hair changes during preg-
nancy.
The shape and caliber of
hair is an inherited charac-
teristic and remains constant
throughout life. Pregnancy
does not alter a woman's hair
structure and should have no
significant influence on the
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ON THE ROCKS—Julie Whitford certainly got away from it all as she
found this secluded pile of rocks on Kentucky Lake to do her sunbathing.
She is from Murray. Photo by Wilson Woolley
Grads Urged To Develop
Courage To Care Greatly
By DWAIN McINTOSH
Graduates were urged to develop the
"courage to care greatly" and to strive
day by day to grow in stature as caring
people during the 54th annual spring
commencement exercises at Murray
State University Saturday.
Miss Rubie E. Smith, a faculty
member and departmental chairman
on the campus for 35 years before her
retirement in 1974, told the 1,126 mid-
year and spring graduates that "caring
is. owning one's 'hind and heart to
reach out with symRathy, eqmpassion„
indignation or enthusiasm.','
The distinguished professor of the
year in 1973 and the recipient of an
honorary Doctor of Humanities degree
upon her retirement, Miss Smith of-
fered her explanation of how courage is
involved in a caring attitude.
"The people who take the risk, who
deliberately discard the armor of in-
difference, make a tremendous .
discovery: the more things you4are
about, and the more intensely you care.
the more you become alive."
Miss Smith, who joined the faculty in
1931 and became chairman of the
Department .of Elementary Education
in 1970, described the caring person as
Registration Set To Begin At
Eagle High School Next Week
More than 800 military personnel at
Fort Campbell, Ky., are expected to
enroll next week in the first of eight,
five-week sessions of a newly-
established high School 'on the
sprawling Army base.
To be known as Eagle High School,
the program has been funded by a
$1,340,000 allocation from the Depar-
tment of Defense. It will be operated
and administered by Murray State
University through the Christian
County Board of Education.
Designed basically for personnel at
the huge base who have not completed
high school, the year-long program
primarily will offer an 18-credit
curriculum leading to a high school
diploma. .
In addition, a remedial program also
will be offered for those who need an up-
grading of educational skills in order to
get into a prescribed program of study.
A third program, one of preparation for
the General Education Development
(GED) test, also wW be offered.
Directing the 62-member staff, which
includes teachers, - counselors,
secretaries and administrators, will be
Arnold Oaken, for the past nine years
principal of Trigg County High School
at Cadiz.
- A native of Miami, Fla., Oaken, 45, is
a graduate of Western Kentucky
University, where he starredin football
and track after transferring to tne
Kentucky institution in 1952 from the
University,of Alabama. He graduated
in 1955 with a degree in geography and
geology, and in 1960, received his
master's degree from the same in-
stitution.
Before going to Trigg County High,
Oaken was princpal at Henry County
High School, Newcastle, and an
assistant principal at Tell City, Ind.,
High School. His first educational
assignment was at Madisonville High
School, where his football teams won
two West Kentucky Conference
championships and where he served as
counselor and assistant principal.
A two-year Army veteran, Oaken is
married to the former Mary flat' Stum
EAGLE HIGH DIRECTOR—Arnold Oaken, right, new director of Eagle
High School, Fort Campbell, Ky., talks with Norman Lane, who will coor-
dinate the program for fge Office of Continuing Education at Murray State
University.
of Madisonville and they have one son,
Dean, 9.
Dr. John Yates, a native of Mayfield,
and a former dean of men at Murray
State, will be the assistant director of
the Eagle High School program. He
recently completed his doctoral work at
Memphis State University.
Heading the school's three basic
departments will be:
Miss Betty Kemp, who will head the
Social Studies Department; Mrs.
Margo Smith, the English Department;
and Adney Cross, mathematics and
science. All are residents of Clarksville,
Tenn. Making up the rest of the staff
will be 51 teachers, four counselors and
four secretaries.
A complex of seven buildings on the
base, which is the home of the 101st
Airborne Division, will be used for
classes and administrative offices.
According to Norman Lane, who will
coordinate the program for the Office of
Continuing Education at Murray State,
more than 8,000 military personnel are •
expected to attend classes at Eagle
High during its first year. Participants
will be referred to the program by the
base's education branch personnel.
From 800 to 1,000 will be enrolling for
classes every five weeks during the
school's eight-session year.
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
..Ce•  ew•=46
PLATE LUNCHES
11 AM - 3 PM
EVERYDAY EXCEPT SATURDAY
*Meat
02 \Vegetables $1 95
*Bread
Your Choice Of
7 MEATS, 6 VEGETABLES, 4 BREADS
FAMILY RESTAURANT
THE NEW
I4c Under New Management 5-Points















18 Weight of 10 Gifts
India 11 Painful
19 Greek letter 16 In bed
20 Son of Adam 17 Ireland
21 Preposition 20 So be IV
23 Compass 22 Negative
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Distr by United Feature SymbrAte. tn
one who has a high degree of sen-
sitivity, hence a high degree of
Creativity.
-Creativity is a birth — a baby, an
idea, a plan, a friendship, a career, a
hobby, insight, discovery, fulfillment —
forever evolving, reseeding itself," she
continued. "Creativity is turning defeat
into victory, adjustment into growth,
caring into love, the mundane into the
thrilling, taring creativity is the
seeking, the drive, within a Pasteur, a
Salk, a Madame Curie, a George
Washington Carver, an Albert Sch-
weitzer. . . who have pushed the world
closer to creation's ultimate."
Miss Smith, who has been either
student or teacher during the ad-
ministration of each of Murray State's
six presidents, said she doubts that the
caring attitude can le taught.
"It is caught from the behavior and
expression of caring people. It per-
meates a group. It passes through each
link in the chain of command," she
declared.
Noting that many members of the
class will aspire to leadership, Miss
Smith told them that to succeed as a
leader, to put down roots of respect,"
they must complement leadership
skills with a caring attitude.
A leader will not be a lasting leader
"who has ice water in his veins instead
of the milk of human kindness" and
who "looks straight through you but
doesn't see you." She warned the
graduates that people will not trust that
kind of person.
In his insecurity he will surround
himself with those who build his ego
because he hasn't the courage to care
for those who need his encouragement
and support," Miss Smith added., "He
may manage, but true leadership is
always awarded by the group and it is
built on respect and credibility."
She went on to say that the most
rewarding form of caring is caring
without hope of reward — the kind done
by volunteers.
"They have no ulterior motive, no
Horse Show. . .
I Continued From Page 1
he found last year's show "very en-
joyable" and found others commenting
that it had been "very well accepted.
He too, mixes the community into a
life that includes not only his work, but
his family as well. And he has found
gratification in the contributions the
Rotary has been able to make to
community needs through their en-
deavors in fund raising projects such as
the horse show.
Together, then, Forrest Priddy, and
Lois Keller have brought their
organizational capabilities and their
organizations to bear on making the
1977 Kentucky State Charity Horse
Show a success not only for their in-
dividual organizations, but for the
community as well.
-
recompense. They act because they
care, and their actions multiplied by
millions supply the force that keeps the
human race moving upward from
barbarism."
Graduating at the top of the class
with a perfect 4.00 academic standing
was David L. O'Daniel of Wickliffe —
the 12th student in the history of
Murray State to record that
achievement. Other top graduates are'
Jerri F. Andrews and Suzanne Seeley,
both of Murray, Martha L. Rankin of
Cross011e, III., and 15eborih Lynn West -
of Hopkinsville, all with 3.97 standings.
There were a total of 209 honor
graduates, 39 summa cum laude, 56
magna cunt laude, and 114 cum laude.
Eight members of the university's
359-member Reserve Officers Training
Corps program were commissioned
second lieutenants in the U. S. Army
shortly before the commencement
exercises. Given the oath as officers in
the Army by Lt. Col. Johnnie Prichard,
professor of military science at the
university, were:
John David -Adams, Jackson, Ohio;
Rolando Escotxsdo, . Fort Clayton,
Panama ('anal Zone; Charles E.
......!;.riffiths, Jr., Radcliff; Tani Soo
Hager.: ltadclitt...._
Murray: John Victor Kelmencir,
Newport News, Va.; Tony D. Ralph,
Whitesville; and Lester R. Stinnett.
Hardinsburg.
Three Local Youths -
Earn Eagle Badge,
Presentation Set
Three boys from Boy Scout Troop 45,
Kent Eversmeyer, Greg Morton, and
Greg Schanbacher, will receive
Scouting's highest honor, the Eagle
Award, at a court of honor ceremony to
be held at the First United Methodist
Church, Saturday, May 21. Sen.
Wendell Ford will make the presen-
tation. Participating in the special
court of honor will be Scouts from
Troop 13 and Troop 45.
: The Eagle Award is bestowed on
those Scouts who have demonstrated
achievement in a variety of leadership
and Camping skills. A Scout must earn
at least 24 merit badges, undertake at
community ;service project, and
evidence Scout Spirit and Scout
Leadership. :Only one out of-every one
hundred Scouts attains the Eagle.
Among recipients of this honor are such
persons as . former astronaut John
Glenn and President Gerald Ford.
Scouts Eversmyer, Morton, and
Schanbacher have held various
leadership posts in the troop and are all
members of the order of the Arrow,
Scouting's honorary camping and
service organization. They are active
members of the First United Methodist
Church whose Men's Club sponsors the
Troop.. Scoutmaster James Weatherly
is also an Eagle Scout.
Kent Eversmeyer, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer, has served
on the Four Rivers Camp staff and has
been active in Order of the ArrlOw. A
ninth grade honor student at Murray
High, Kent is involved in athletics,
including football and track, and has
represented the band at Quad State and
All District. Kent is also on the Murray
swim team and the Murray Legion-
nairs. Camping and hunting are two of















Of The 4th District
My name will appear No.1







I would like to have the opportunity to meet
with each voter in our district, but if I don't
and you don't know me, I would appreciate it
if you would inquire about me from someone
who does. If elected I will work, THE BEST
POSSIBLE, for ALL CITIZENS of the 4th district.
YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE WILL BE
GREATLY APPRECIATED.
This political ad paid tor by the candidate
brother Ed is an Eagle Scout from
;Troop 45 as well.
Greg Morton, son of the Rev. and
Mrs. Fred Morton, is currently senior
patrol leader of Troop 45. He earned
Cub Scouting's highest award, the
Arrow of I.ight and served as a Den
Chief for younger cub scouts for a year.
School athletics such as football,
basketball and track command much of
Greg's time, and this year he was a
winner of the President's Physical
Fitness Award. Greg, an eighth grader
at - Murray Middle School, is an honor
student, and Ras participated in the
„ scholastic tournament and math bowl.
His other interests include tennis,
swimming, fishing, and industrial arts.
Greg's father and -his-uncle, Major -
James E. Morton, U. S. A. F. deceased,
have also been Eagle recipients.
Greg Schanbacher, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Eugene Schanbacher, is assistant
senior patrol leader of Tro6p 45.
Camping and canoeing are active in-
terests for Greg, who has attended the
Four Rivers Scout Camp for the, past
three summers. Bird watching, ar- _
chery, fishing, and hunting are other of
Greg's - hobbies. An eighth grader at
Murray Middle School, Greg has been a
First Place Science Fair winner and
holds the Presidential Physical Fitness •
Award, he has taken an active part in
football and track -.and has been a
familiar starting _forward for the
seventh and eighth grade basketball
teams:\
During the same program, which is
open to the public, awards will be
presented to other scouts front Troop 13
and Troop 45 by their Scoutmasters
Larry Doyle anti James Weatherly. The
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MAR-KEL LIGHTING'S
FACTORY OUTLET STORE
ACROSS FROM THE PARIS POST OFFK E
PARIS. TENNESSEE
.4-
Murray Calloway Co. Park
SEASON POOL PASS
SALE!
Passes may be purchased
now prior to pool opening
Family Pass - $490
Single Pass -
May Be Obtained At
Park Office-
10th Payne St.
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Major League
Standings
a) TU. isseenried Pr.0
All•MVA• loop*
Lot
W I. Pct. GB
Halt 17 ii 607 —
N York 18 13 5111
Boston 17 13 M7 1
Nblw kee 17 7 500 3
Detroit 14 111 4311 5
Toronto 14 20 412 6
Cleve 12 It 480 .6
wiwt
Minn 22 11 667 —
Chicago 20 12 625 1's
texas 16 14 533
NC 17 16 .515 5
Oakland 16 17 485 6
(Old 15 19 441 7,x
Seattle 11 27 289 13's
formier's Mewl's
no eland 4. Chicago 3
Minnesota 5, Toronto 3
Texas 7. Kansas City 3 • -
Detroit 5-2. Milwaukee 3-3, 1st game,
10 innings
California 8, New York 2
Baltimore 3, Oakland 2
Boston S. Seattle 4
ladordev'. GOMIS
Cleveland i Garland 1-4 at Minnesota
Boston (Jenkins 4-2) at California
Ross 0-2 ), n
Baltimore Palmer 5-21 at Seattle 1 Ab-
bott 0-4 n




New York at Oakland
Detroit at Texas, n
Toronto at Milwaukee, n
Cleveland at Minnesota, n
Elusion at California. n
Baltimore at Seattle, n
Only games scheduled
Illshowel Lampe
W L Pct. GB
Pitts 22 9 .710 —
Chicago 19 11 .633 241
S Louis 20 12 .625 21-i
Kula 16 13 .552 5
Montreal 13 15 .464 71,i
N York II 20 .355 11
ewe
Los Ang 26 7 .788 —
Cinci 14 18 .438 111
S Fran 13 19 .406 1242
Houston 13 20 .394 13
S Diego 14 22 .389 134
Atlanta 10 24 .294 164.
Smkor's Smalls
Chicago 44, Montreal 3-2
Philadelphia 5, San Diego 2
Los Angeles 4, New York 3,12 innings
Cincinnati 6, San Francisco 2
Atlanta 15, St. Louts 12
Pittsburg 3, Houston 1
.110161,01 inims
San Dieg (Shirley 2-4 ) at Chicago
( Moore 0-0)




San Diego at Chicago
Los Angeles at Philadelphia, n
Montreal at Atlanta, n`
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, n
San Francisco at New York, n
St Louis at Houston, n
ports  
lierray Ledger 8r Times
Rockets Upset 16ers,





learned that words sometimes
speak louder than actions.
The Houston Rockets ap-
parently were more uspet by
what was being said about
them than they were over the






Nissalke said -pride" was the
key to his team's 118-115
triumph over the 76ers Sun-
day, which sent the series
back to Houston for a sixth
game Tuesday night. The
Rockets retaliated like
wounded animals, clawing
back from a third-period, 17-
point deficit.
John Lucas, the Rockets'
quarterback, spoke of
Houston's bruised egos. "In
Philly they called us water
buffaloes," he said. "They
said we were too slow coming
up and down the court. All I
know is that we're 3-2." •
And Rudy Tom janovich
added,, ..;'peorge _McGinnis
said, "There is no way we can
lose this series.' Hey, I
All To Torture Another
Unknown In Title Bout
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
LANDOVER, Md. ( AP ) —
Muhammad All returns to
America's living rooms
tonight, fighting a "Stranger
In the Night" named Alfredo
Evangelista.
"You all said, 'Who's
Jimmy Young, who's Jimmy
Young?" Ali shouted. It was
a reference to the now highly
regarded Young, who was not
a name fighter when he gave
Ali-such a rough going before
losing a 15-round decision at
the Capital Centre April 30,
1976.
But Young was not the
unknown quantity that
Evangelista is going into
tonight's title fight at the
Capital Centre and on ABC-
TV.
Evangelista is a 22-year-old
Spanish citizen from Uruguay.
His record is 13-1-1 and is
ranked 10th by both the World
Boxing Association and World
Boxing Council.
He lost his last fight, to
Lorenzo Zanon Feb. 4, and his
knockout victims include
Urtain, Lucien Rodriguez,
Tony Moore, Rudi Lubbers
and Lisoko Abibobele. He likes
ravioli and Raquel Welch.
His most prominent win was
his four-round knockout of
Rodriguez, the Frenchman
who recently won the
European title by beating
Jean-Pierre Coopman, an Ali
victim on U.S. home television
Feb. 20, 1976.
This will be Ali's fourth
home - TV appearance in his
_last five fights - only his
disputed decision over Ken
Norton last Sept. 28 was not on
home television. The televised
fights were his five-round
knockout of Coopman, his
decision over Young and his
five-round ' knockoilt of
Richard Dunn May 24.
Ali is getting $2.7 million,
Evangelista $85,000 for this
television appearance which
will be part of a tripleheader.
ABC will telecast from 8:30
p.m. EDT to 11 p.m. with the
Ali fight set for about 10 p.m.
The other two fights will
feature Roberto Duran of
Panama, the WBA lightweight
champion, and Alfredo
Escalera of Puerto Rico, the
WBC junior lightweight
champ.
Duran will fight Jamier
Muniz of Los Angeles in a 10-
round non-title bout. Escalera--
will defend his title against
Carlos Becerril of Pomona,
Calif.
GENERAL
MOHNTON, Pa. — Robert
Edwards, 26, of Unionbridge,
Md., was killed when his
dragster snapped an axle at
100 miles per hour and
smashed into the guard rail
during competition at the
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LXPE RTI Y DRY CLEANED
MIX OR MATCH
NO LIMIT
wouldn't put his whole con-
tract on that. If basektball was
as predictable as that it
wouldn't be a sport."
Nissalke referred to a Story
quoting the 76ers' Steve Mix
as belittling Houston's 6-foot-
10 center, Moses Malone.
"Contrary to what Mix said,
Moses is a pretty good
player," Nissalke said. "I
thought his ( Mix ) remarks
were dumb. Moses is the best
rebounder in the league. We
know about the Sixers'
weaknesses, but we don't talk
about them. I thought it was
ridiculous on Steve's part."
. Lucas, Tomjanoyich,
Malone and Calvin Murphy all
vented their anger against the
Sixers on the Spectrum floor
Sunday. Lucas scored 21
points, including a driving,
twisting 12-footer with 1:45 left
that sent the Rockets ahead to
stay 110-109. Tomjanovich also
had 21, 11 of them in the late
going. Malone had 17 and
dragged down 19 rebounds.
Murphy, despite five personal
fouls, contributed 15, seven in
the final period.
"Great shooting won that
game," said Nissalke. "We're
the _best shooting team in the
league. And our rebounding,
50-40 edge, also Was a key
factor. And they had three
guys - in foul trouble,
McGinnis, Doug Collins and
Caldwell Jones."
Philadelphia Coach Gene
Shue was upset about blowing
a game the 76ers appeared to
have in the bag.
"I didn't want to go back to
Houston," Shue lamented.
t!This was a game we really
wanted to win."
McGinnis, who scored 11
points, grabbed '14 rebounds
and handed out four assists
despite a groin injury that
required a pre-game cortisone
, shot, said the 76ers simply
were overconfident. _
,'It was too simple, too easy,
the way we won three of the
first four," McGinnis said.
"We i'ere complacent. I guess
we learned a-lesson."
Julius Erving made no
excuses. He really didn't have
to. Dr. J whirled, drove,
jumped and dunked for 37
points, handed out six assists
and made three steals.
The Portland Trail Blazers
winners in four straight over
Los Angeles for the Western
Conference title, will have to
wait at least one more game to
find out who their opponent
would be.
In any event, the best-of-
seven championship series
will not start until Sunday, at




— Tommy Ivo of Burbank,
Calif., emerged as the over-all
champion at the 12th Super
Funny Car challenge drag
race, winning in 6.77 seconds
Ivo's average speed Sunday
over the quarter-mile strip
was 215.82 miles per hour.
12 Boys, Five Girls- Quality For State
Murray High Boys Grab
Regional Track Laurels
The Murray High boys' track team won the team title in the
Regional Class A Track Meet at Fort Campbell Saturday and
in addition, qualified 12 people for the state meet which will
be held Friday and Saturday at Lexington.
Five members of the Tiger girls' team qualified for the
state meet and in the overall team totals, the Murray girls
placed fourth.
Murray High racked up 51 points in the boys' meet to easily
outdistance Trigg County which was second with 36 points.
Other scores included Fort Campbell 27, Providence 27, Web-
ster County 14, Fulton City 10, Ballard Memorial 6 and Heath
3.
In the girls' meet, Providence von with 39 points while
Webster County was second with 35. Other team scores in-
cluded Fort Campbell 32, Murray High 12, Fulton City 10,
West Hopkins 8, Hickman County 8, Trigg County 7, Heath 2,
Ballard Memorial 1 and St. Mary 1.
First and second-place winners in the Regional meet
qualified for the state meet.
Bill McHugh qualified for three events in the state meet.
He placed second with 10-9 in the pole vault and in the 880-
yard run, was second with a personal best time of 2:05.9.
McHugh also ran a leg in the winning mile-relay.
The Tiger mile-relay team posted a 3:34 for first place.
Members of the team included Grettis Bumphis, Bo Reed,
Brett Harcourt and McHugh.
Michael Skinner, Tim Lane, Bumphis and Harcourt all
qualified for two events in the state meet.
Perhaps the most impressive performance by any Tiger
came in the high jump where Richie Richardson put on quite
a show.
Crenshaw Fires 31 On Back
Nine To Win Colonial Crown
By MIKE COCHRAN
Associated Press Writer •
FORT WORTH, Tex. ( AP )
— Clutching a $40,000 check, a
championship ring and his
blonde, wife Polly, Ben
_ Crenshaw confessed: :T„pa the
luckiest guy in the world.
"Something seemed to take
me by the hand-and lead me
through the wilderness... I hit
three or four good shots on the
backside and shot a 31.
"Tell me that's not lucky!"
Lady Luck was indeed a
kissing 'Cousin Sunday as
Gentle Ben fired a 31 on the
home stretch, overtook John
Schroeder and won the
$200,000 Colonial Natioral
Invitation by one shot., at 272.
In the end, it was a devilish
eight-footer for a par at the
18th that secured him a one-
East Sweeps Track
Meets At Southwest
East took a pair of track
wins Friday afternoon over
host Southwest.
In the boys' meet, East won
a 57-43 Match while in the
girls' meet, the score was the
same with East on top.
Both East and Southwest
along with North will par-
ticipate in the county meet
Tuesday. The site has not been
determined as of yet.
under 69, the $40,000 and a
second victory in his native
Texas.
How sweeLit was.
"It feels just great to win in
' Texas," the 25-year-old Texan
said. "After last week, nothing
could be better than winning
at Colonial . . . as a kid, I
hoped and dreamed I could
win here someday.
"I guess it was just my
day'!"
Schroeder closed with a 71




brilliantly as he swept from
five strokes back ori the final
nine to erase the bitter
memory of the Byron Nelson
Classic.
It was just a week earlier at
Dallas that he wound up
bogey-bogey and permitted
Ray Floyd to slip past him for
the title.
He finished Sunday at eight
under after touring the par-70
Colonial course with rounds of
65-70-68-69. His four-round
total was two shots off the
record.
Schroeder, 31, a non-winner
since 1973, entered the win-
dswept final round a stroke
ahead of Crenshaw and five in
front of Tom Watson.
Watson, who pulled within
two strpkes of the .lead at one
point, took third with 67-274.
Lynn Lott, at 66, tied Al
Geiberger, 68, for fourth with
277. Miller airber, 68, Ed
Sneed, 71, and Butch Baird, 70,
at 279. Hubert Green and
Wally Armstrong each closed
with 68s for 280.
Wins Award
NEW YORK (AP) — Ed-
ward Wilson of Greenwich,
Conn. has been named





Wilson was one of 62 ap-
plicants from 22 states for the
$20,000 grant, awarded an-
nually to a high school senior
planning a career in sports
writing. The school created
the scholarship in memory of
Rice, a Vanderbilt alumnus.
GYMNASTICS
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia -
Nelli Kim of the Soviet Union
defeated Olympic champion
Nadia C,omaneci of Romania
in the vault competition of the
11th European Women's
Gymnastics Championships.
The Romanians later with-
drew their team - over what
they charged was biased of-
ficiating.
Richardson, the defending Class A state champion in the
high jump, cleared 6-5 for a new personal best and
school record to take first place in the event.
Though nobody was certain, the 6-5 may have been the best
High jump mark aver recorded in the area.
Besides Richardson and the mile-relay team, the Tigers
had three other first-place winners.
Claude Johnson recorded a 21.5 to win the 180-low hurdles
while rune Lane had a 46-5% to place first in the shot put and
in the triple jump, Michael Skinner was first with a 42-4.
Besides McHugh, other second places came from the 880-
relay team, Bumphis in the 440-yard dash, Craig Johnson in
the 180-low hurdles, Tim Lane in the discus and Skinner in the
long jump. .
The 880-relay team of Harcourt, Kerry Thompson, Randy
Orr and Henry Greer was second in 1:33.4 while in the 440-
yard dash, Bumphis was second in a personal best of 53.2.
Craig Johnson crossed in 21.5 in the 180-low hurdles and
was neck and neck with his brother, Claude, who finished fir-
st. 4
Lane threw the discus 126-1 for second while Skinner went
20-6 for second in the long-jump. Skinner missed first place
by one a quarter of an inch.
In other action, Randy Orr had a 10.4 and was third in the
100-yard dash while in the 220-yard dash, Greer was third in
24.0 and Orr fourth in the same time.
Ina, the Tigers qualified for the state meet in 11 of the 16"
events. It was the first time since 1969 Murray has won the
Regional.
In the girls' meet, the 880-medley relay team placed second
and qualified for state while in the long jump, Jaina Washer
had a 14-71/2 and placed second to qualify for the state meet.
The 880-medley relay team composed of Tammy Camp-
bell, Star Jones, Brenda Adams and Barbara Campbell was
second in a time of 1:57.7.
Tammy Campbell and Jones are only eighth graders.
Murray got a pair of thirds. Adams was third in the 220-
yard dash with a 27.8 while in the 60-yard hurdles, Stacy
Overbey was third in 8.9: -
The 440-relay team composed of Althea Parham, Tammy
Campbell, Starr Jones and Adams was fourth in 53.4. Also
getting a fourth was Brenda Adams with a 12.1 in the 100-yard
dash.
The preliminaries in the track events along with some





Your vote and support
will be appreciated
This ad paid for by the conthdote
The Royce 40-channel
CB Sale.
NOW THRU MAY 21
The Rowe 648
Mir', ̂. Suggested List S136.95
Now through May 21. get the Royce 648 CB
for only $99.
Rugged Royce quality in a 100% solid-state,
_ compact 40-channel CB radio.
Variable squelch control. Offfon volume
s‘vitch. Push-button PA. Large, extra-clear three-
inch speaker.
At these participating dealers:
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Easy-to-read, Ifghted S/RF meter
and channel indicator. External speaker output
and more. Many of the features Odd expect to
find on a more expensive CB radio.
Go for quality. Get the Royce 648 CB. Now
through May 21,' only $99.
And built to take it. Royce 7
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Cherry Thinks Bruins Might
Break Up Canadien Dynasty
By DAVE O'HARA
AP Sports Writer
BOSTI)N AP - When the
National Hockey League
training camps opened last
Septermer, the major
question was: Which club
would gi on to be beaten by
the defedning champion
Montrea Canadiens in the
Stanley Cup final?
The Boston Bruins sur-
prisingly."*won" the honor.
They bowed out in four
straight games, as the mighty
Canadiens scored a 2-1
overtime victory Saturday
nht_.,for ,their 2001 Stanley
Cup title.
The training camps for the
start of the '1977-78 season are
a long summer away, but
already another big question
is being asked. How can the
Bruins, Buffalo Sabres, New
York Islanders, Philadelphia
Flyers tr any other hopeful
improve enough to beat
Montreal?
"We'll be back, for sure,"
Boston 'Coach Don Cherry
said. "Iiiey ( the Canadiens)
can't get any better, but we
can. wen be better in every
way next year."
"We're not on a par with
Montreal and we're not going
to sit still," said Boston
General Manager Harry
Sinden.
Sinden is openly trying to
lure Mark Howe, who has





The Kentucky Lake Sailing
Club's Watkins Cup Small
Boat Regatta was held
Saturday and Sunday at
Kenttcky Lake.
A total of 39 sailboats with
skippers from Kentucky,
Indiana, Illinois, Missouri and
Tennessee participated in the
event.
Trophies were awarded in
three classes. The first three
places in each event were
given trophies by Dick
Crysler, the KLSC com-
modore.
In the Handicap One Class,
a total of 16 boats were en-
tered with Lee White of the
, KISC w.nning first. White is
from Hopkinsville. Jed Delker
of Owensboro (KSLC) took
second while Glen Kreag
Kuttawa was third.
The Handicap Two Class
found 13. boats entered with
Stewart Witt of Indianapolis
winning first while John
Mexer of Louisville was third
and Jon Lumb of
Elizabethtown fourth.
In the Sunfish Class, 10
boats were entered. Torn
Brizendipe of. Greenville
(KISCi won first while Craig
Riddle of Madisonville
(KISC) was second and Jim
Ryan of Owensboro third.
It was the first of a two-part
weekend of the KLSC's
Governor's Cup Regatta.
This weekend, the cruising
class regatta will be held..
F.C. Neerde of Gilbertsville
will be the chairman for this
weekend's events.
Howe could be another Guy
Lefleur, the Canadies' NHL
scoring champion who was
voted the most valuable
player in the playoffs.
However, the Bruins, like
other NHL clubs, figure to
need more than a Mark Howe
to match the Canadiens, who
have incredible speed, hard,
accurate shooters and a tough
defense anchored by big Larry
Robinson, Serge Savard and
Guy Lapointe with Ken
Dryden in goal.
And, possibly even more
important as Coach Scotty
Bowman, noted, "We're a
young team." Montreal lost
only eight of 80 regular-season
games and two of 14 playoff
contests en route to the NHL
title.
"I doubt if any other team
will ever match this record,"
Bowman said without trying
to boast. We started to win
last fall and we just kept
going."
"You" can't lose when you
play for Montreal," Lapointe
said. "There's so much
pressure - win, win, win.
They let you know that the
first day you come to training
camp."
"We are afraid to lose,"
added versatile Jim Roberts.
"We want to win all the time."
This is a great team, and
with the assets it has it would
be considered great in any
age," said center Pete
Mahovlich. "No one can
compare teams of different
eras, but this would be a great
team even in it was playing in
. a six-team league like the
other great Canadiens'
teams,"'
The essence of this team.is
hard work," said Dryden, who
had a 1.55 goals-against
average in 14 playoff games.
"Lafleur and Steve Shutt, a 60-
goal scorer, and the defense-
men add the flavor to it, but
the basic reason we do so well
Registration will begin at rF
a.m. Saturday with the racing
to begin at 10 a.m. on Saturday
and Sunday.
is the effort everybody gives."
The Bruins beat Montreal
three times in five games
during the regular season.
However, they were no match
for the Canadiens with the
Stanley Cup at stake, a trophy
Montreal first won in 1916, the
year before the NHL was
founded.
The Canadiens defeated the
Bruins 7-3, 3-0 and 4-2 before
capturing the fourth game on
two goals by Jacques
Lemaire, both with assists
from Lafleur. Lemaire
slammed home a 10-footer on





ANAHEIM - New York
Yankees Manager' Billy
Martin was fined $2,500 by his
club for remarks concerning
the failure of the team's front
office to acquire a 25th player.
sports
mtrray Ledger & Times
Sneva Hits 200 To Get
Pole Position For Indy
By JERRY GARRETT
AP Motorsports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS ( AP) - At
least Johnny Rutherford can
start the Indianapolis 500 next
to one Sneva.
Not the one he had in mind,
though.
Rutherford, the defending
champion, passed up a chance
on the first day of qualifying,
SaturcW,. to Tam a ffariVrow '
seat for the May 29 auto rating
classic. He wanted the pole
position, or nothing.
He got nothing.
Rutherford, a two-time pole
winner in the $1 million race
and top qualifier in five
previous races this season,
gambled that his backup
McLaren would run better
than his front-line model,
Region Baseball Play
Set To Open Tuesday
Murray High and Calloway County had no luck in the
drawing for the Regional Tournament pairings.
Two of the six teams in the Regional, which begins Tuesday
at Calvert City, drew byes into the semifinals. They were
Christian County in the upper bracket and Livingston County
in the lower bracket.
Calloway County will be playing at 1 p.m. Tuesday against
Crittenden County in the only first round upper bracket
game. The winner plays at 1 p.m. Wednesday against Crit-
tenden County.
In the lower bracket, Murray High will play Fort Campbell
at 4 p.m. Tuesday with the winner earning the right to meet
Livingston County in the semifinals at 3 p.m. Wednesday.
The championship game is scheduled for 3 p.m. Thursday.
Murray High will carry an 11-3 record into the tourney
while the Lakers stand at 4-8 on the season.
Calloway County drew a bye in the District and an
automatic bid into the Regional. Murray had to defeat Mar-
shall County before winning over Calloway County in the
District finals to reach the Regional Tournament.
Braves Shock 'Cards,
Cubs Edge Expos Twice
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
The smartest move Atlanta
Manager Dave Bristol made
was one he didn't make.
"You know, I almost pinch-
hit Brian Asselstine for him in
the eighth," Bristol said,
referring to rooking , Barry
Bonnell.
"That shows you what
strategy really is."
Bonnell stayed in the game
and slashed a two-out, three-
run single to center in the
eighth inning to snap a
deadlock and give the Braves
a wild 15-12 National League
victory over the St. Louis
Cardinals Sunday.
Then, in the ninth, Bonnell
raced to the 402-foot sign in
center field to haul down Ted
Simmons' drive with two men
on base.
"I thought it was gone,"
Bonnet! said. "I just ran back
-to-the-fenee -as-fast-as-I-eauld;
set up and waited for it to
come down." -
"If Simmons' ball had gone
out, I'd of felt like bombing
this place with 37,000 people in
it," said Bristol, savoring his
first victory since April 22.
And the Braves did it the
hard way. -
St. Louis exploded to a 10-1
lead with a nine-run fourth
inning, led by Dave Rader's 5-.
for-5 performance, including
three doubles. But Atlanta
fought back with three runs in
the fifth, five in the sixth and
six in the eighth.
Said losing pitcher Al
Hrabosky, a reliever who had
not allowed Atlanta a run in 14
games since 1975: "When you
score 12 runs and lose, it's just
something that isn't in the
cards."
Cubs 4-4, Expos 2-3
Jerry Morales was the
hitting star in both games as
Chicago swept a doubleheader
from Montreal. Morales had a
two-run double in the first
-game--and- stroked
single in the nightcap.
The Cubs, who swept the
four-game weekend series
If you own your own home,
you can own your own doctor.
You may be sitting on_attest egg you may have overlooked-the equity you've
built up in your home. A C1T Homeowner Loan based on that equity can help you
pa v for college. medical school. a big wedding. a new car. You can afford to think
big. So plan ahead. And then plan on seeing us.
Everyday loans for
FINANCIAL ,,,,.E.v,cs, "ryd, ay "ng.
Southside Shopping Ctr. Tel. 753-6702





Texas slugger Willie Hor-
ton, who promised to "get"
Kansas , City catcher Darrell
Porter fopowing a May 7
brawl, settled instead for
three Royals pitchers.
With Porter behind the plate
and calling for all the wrong
pitches, Horton, the Rangers'
burley designated hitter,
nailed Paul Splittorff, Doug
Bird and Marty Pattin for one
home run apiece in Texas' 7-3
Victory Sunday. He added a
16--------rearrifice fly and drove-in a
And Sneva did it - laps at total of five runs.
.200.401 and 200.535 ,j,n a The power display gave
McLaren-Cosworth, a carbon Horton eight home runs for the
copy of Rutherford's mount. season, six against the Royals.
Rutherford's gamble didn't And Horton had a logical
pay off. The backup McLaren
"Just quit" on a warmup lap
and not enough time remained
to -get the other car through
.the qualifying line again
before the end of time trials at
6 p.m.
with Montreal, have won 12 of
their last 14 games while the
Expos have lost six straight.
Phillies 5, Padres 2
Jerry Martin slammed a
home run and a single to drive
in two runs, backing Steve
Canton's five-hit pitching as
Philadelphia downed San
Diego. It was the Phillies'
fourth straight victory and the
fifth in a row for Carlton, 5-1,
who struck out 11 and walked
four.
The victory snapped Cy
Young Award-winner Randy
Jones' seven-game winning
streak over the Phillies. Jones
3-5, gave up four runs on nine
hits while walking four in the
six innings he worked.
Dodgers 4, Mets 3
Steve Garvey scored on
John Hale's single in the 12th
inning to give Los Angeles its-
victory over New York. Hale
was a late-inning pinch-runner
and defensive replacement
after the Dodgers had taken a
3-1 lead on Ron Cey's two-run
homer, his 12th of the season
The Mets rallied and had
runners on second and third
with none out in the bottom of
the 12th. But they failed to
score when reliever Mike
Garman, 1-0, got Jerry Grote
on a ground-out, struck out
Ron Hodges and got Felix,
Milian to fly to left, ending the
game.
Reds 6, Giants 2
Cincinnati pitcher Gary
-Nolan scattered four hits
seven innings, boosting hio
record to 2-0 as the fii,6
downed San Francisco.
Pinch-hitter Champ Sur:
niers led the Reds' attack ult h
his first home run in a 
cinnati uniform.
Nolan retired 10 straight
batters after giving up sole
homers to the Giants' Bill
Madiock and Terry Witfield
in the third. Lynn McGlothlr ,.
2-4, took the loss.
Pirates 3, Astros 1
Omar Moreno scored on A'
Oliver's eighth-inning single.
snapping a tic and boostin
Pittsburgh past Houston It
was Pittsburgh's 18th victt-)i-
in their last 21 games.
Astrps starter and loser J
R. Richard tripled and scored
nn Willie Crawford's single in .
the seventh to knot the score '
at 1-1. Pirates reliever Kent
Tekulve, 3-0, was the winner
which had turned 197.542 miles
an hour on its first qualifying
lap.
But Tom Sneva, the 28-year-
old mathematics teacher from
Spokane, Wash., had shat-
tered thr track record and had
officially 'become the first
driver in the 68-year history ,of
the Indianapolis
Motor Speedway to exceed 200
Though the speed was third
fastest over-all, Rutherford
earned the .17th starting
position because he didn't
qualify on the first day.
That put him next to Jerry
Sneva. the younger brother of
the pole winner, who qualified
a 7-year-old McLaren at
186.616. Not bad considering
the car's age, but slowest of
the Saturday qualifiers.
explanation.
They're all we've been
playing. We haven't played
anybody else," he said.
Actually, Texas has played
seven of its last 10 games
against Kansas City.
Elsswhere in the American
League, the Baltimore Orioles
edged the Oakland A's 3-2 and
moved past New York into
first place in the East Division
when the Yankees lost to the
California Angels 8-2, the
Minnesota Twins downed the
Toronto Blue Jays 5-3, the
Cleveland Indians nipped the
Chicago White Sox 4-3, the
Boston Red. Sox shaded the
Seattle Mariners 5-4 and the
Detroit Tigers defeated
Milwaukee 5-3 in 10 innings
while the Brewers bounded
back to take the . 10-inning
nightcap 3-2.
Orioles 3, A's 2
Pat Kelly sent Baltimore
ahead with a fourth-inning
single and rookie reliever
Dennis Martinez pitched out of
trouble in the eighth after
Oakland put .a runner on third
with none out.
With the score tied 1-1, Lee
May reached on an error by
Oakland pitcher Bahnsen to
open-the-foorthritele-seeend----tneHail-w4h a-singri*-velten--the
and scored on Kelly's single. -Indians scored three unearned
The Orioles added the decisive runs and he tripled to open the
run in the fifth on a run- eighth, with pinch runner Paul
scoring single by May. Dade scoring on a single by
Angels 8, Yankees 2 Buddy Bell.
Frank Tanana's designated
hit man is still at it. Joe Rudi •
drove in two runs with a single
and triple as Tanana became
the AL's first six-game winner
with a five-hit, 10-strikeout
performance. Rudi has
collected 19 of his league-
leading 35 RBI, hit six home
runs and batted .417 in
Tanana's nine starts.
Twins 5, Blue Jays 3
The red-hot Twins handed
Toronto rookie star Jerry
Garvin his first major league
loss after five victories. The
Twins, who have won seven of
their last eight games and
lead second-place Chicago by
l'7 games in the Al. West,
Laker Girls Finish Third
tagged Garvin for five runs
and nine hits before finally
chasing the 21-year-old left-
hander in the fifth inning.
Minnesota jumped to a 2-0
lead in the first inning on run-
scoring doubles by Dan Ford
and Craig Kusick and added a
run in the second on an RBI
single by Mike Cubbage.
Indians 4, White Sox 3
Johnny Grubb drilled a
triple and two singles to back
the pitching of Dennis
Eckersley, Don Hood and Jim
Kern. Grubb led off the second
TENNIS
DALLAS - Jimmy Connors
defeated Dick Stockton 6-7, 6-
1, 6-4,. 6-3 and won the World
Championship Tennis title:
HAMBURG, West Germany
-- Paolo Bertolucci of Italk
upset Spain's Manuel Orantes
6-3, 4-6, 6-2, 6-3 and won the
$158,000 national Tennis
Tournament.
ROME --- Dr. Renee
Richards, the transexual
tennis player, failed a saliva
sex test and was declared
ineligible to compete in the
women's division of the Italian
Open tennis championship.
Pinner, Miller And Relay
Team Qualify For State
Sparked by star junior Felicia Pinner, the Calloway County
girls' track team placed third in the 2-A Regional meet held
at Paducah Tilghman Saturday.
Pinner, the defending state champion in the 440-yard dash,
qualified for the state meet in four events.
As expected, Tilghman won the team title with 66 points
while Christian County was second with 40. Other scores in-
cluded Calloway County 20, Marshall County 17, Hopkinsville
17, Mayfield 5, Lone Oak 0 and Reidland 0.
In the short sprint races, Pinner finished second twice to
Lynn Maxwell of Tilghman..
Maxwell blistered everyone in the 100-yard dash as she won
with a record-breaking 10.9 while Pinner was second in 11.2.
In the 220-yard dash, Maxwell lengthened her margin of
victory with a 25.0 while Pinner was second in 25.7.
Maxwell, with a good shot at making the Olympics, is con-
sidered as one of the top prep track stars in the nation.
In the 440-yard dash, Pinner recorded a first place in win-
ning with a 58.8 and was nearly two seconds in front-of
second-place Cheryl Gore of Tilghman.
Gore, who was second last year ih the 440 at the Regional,
recorded a 60.9. Pinner's time was a personal best for this
season and just .6 second off her all-time personal best.
The Laker girls placed second in two more events, thus
qualifying for the state meet.
Sophomore Melissa Miller, who has suddenly developecrin-
to one of the better middle distance runners int he atea,
placed second in the 880-yard run with a 2:32.3 for a personal
best and a new school record.
The mile-relay team composed of Vickie Carraway, Rose
Ross, Ellen Mahan and Pinner placed second in 4:16.6 and
also qualified for state.
The Laker 880-yard relay team just missed a trip to state as
they placed third in 1:52.3. Running legs were Carraway,
Miller, Ross and Mahan, all of whom had already qualified in
other events. •
In the 110-yard hurdles, Rose Ross placed fourth in 17.2 for
the Only Laker place in the meet.
The Calloway County boys' team failed to send anyone to
the state meet.
Tilghman won the team title with 68 points while Christian
County was second with 46 Other team scores included
Hopkinsville 28, Mayfield 18, Marshall County 9, Caldwell
County 3, Calloway County 2, Lone Oak 2 and Reiclland 0.
The Lakers had two fourth-place efforts in the meet.
Terry Clark was fourth in the discus with a l24-7"a while in
the 880-yard run, Tommy Futrell had a 2:08.2 and placed
fourth.
The Laker girls, qualifying five for the state meet, will be
taking part in the 2,A state meet which will begin Friday at





Suoiect to Democrat Pi-unary
May 24. 1977
Your Support And Influence Will
Be greatly appreciated '
od po•d at by <ond..1 Jr•
LE=I 
U13:TH
SPECIAL EDITION '77 AUDIS AT SPECIAL PRICES,
AUDI 100LS
A Collectors Audi. A German-
engineered luxury car now
available with $1100 worth of
options for only $495. Air con-
ditioning automatic transmis-
sion, deluxe wheel covers and o
choice of two metotlic colors. Of course.
the Audi. 100LS is already loaded With •
features you don t pay extra for. Like
power steering power assisted brakes, fuel
injection, electric rear window defogger.
tinted gloss and steel belted radials.
AUDI FOX
Completing The Audi Collec-
tion is the Fox. our roomy
100 sports sedan.. It comes
equipped with a special
options package featuring a
new deluxe interior, a choice of
two metallic points and special
wheels. For only $150 extra. Standard
equipment of no extra cost includes
fuel injection, power assisted brakes
and steel belted radials.
Collectors' Cars at affordable prices- The Audi Collection.
START YOURS TODAY!
Carroll Volkswagen Audi, inc.
800 Chestnut Street Murray
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Pitts 22 9 710
Chicago 19 11 .633
S louts 20 12 .625
Plula 16 13 552
Montreal 13 15 464
N York 11 20 .355
www
los Ang 897 .788
(Ind 14 18 .43$
S Fran 13 19 .406
Houston 13 20 .394
S Diego 14 22 .389














































Minn 22 11 .667 —
Chicago 20 12 .625 lo
texas 16 14 .533 4'2
K C 17 16 7515 5
Oakland 16 17 485 6
Calif 15 19 441 7`2
Seattle 11 27 289 13'2
WIWI'. &wits
Cie% eland 4. Chicago 3
Minnesota S,-Toronto 3
Texas 7. Kansas City 3
Detroit 5-2, Milwaukee 3-3, 1st game,
10 innings
California 8, New York 2
Baltimore 3i Oakland 2
Boston 5, Seattle 4
aswwwy• Games
Cleveland Garland 1-4> at Minnesota
Zahn 5-2 ), n -
--Ikeitorr-n6enliwn -44t e-California
ftoss 0-2 n
Baltimore ) Palmer 5-2 ) at Seattle lAb-
bolt n





Detroit at Texas, n
Toronto at Milwaukee, n
Cleveland at Minnesota, is '
Boston at California, n
Baltimore at Seattle, n
Only games Scheduled
iirleal Ware














Chicago 44, Montreal 2-2
Philadelphia 5, San Diego 2
Los Angeles 4, New York 3,12 innings
Cincinnati 6, San Francisco 2
Atlanta 15, St. Inuis 12
Pittsburg 3, Houston 1
lawary a Gres
San Deg (Shirley 2-0 at Chicago
i Moore 1:1-01
'Los Angeles John 3-li at Philadelphia
i Lerch 4-2), n
Only games scheduled
lassears Amos
San Diego at Chicago '
Los Angeles at Philadelphia, n
Montreal at Atlanta, n
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, n
San Francisco at New York, n
St. Laws at Houston, n
•
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Rockets Upset Mers,




The philsdelphis 76ers have
learned that words sometimes
speak louder than actions
The Houston Rockets ap-
parently were more uspet by
what was being said about
them than they were over the






Nissalke said "pride" was the
key to his team's 118-115
triumph over the 76ers Sun-
day, which sent the series
back to Houston for a sixth
game Tuesday night. The
Rockets retaliated like
wounded animals clawing
back from a third-period, 17-
point deficit.
John Lucas, the Rockets'
quarterback, spoke or
Houston's bruised egos. "In
Philly they called us water
buffaloes," he said.'lliey
said we were too slow coming
up and down the court. All I the final period.
know is that we're 3-2." "Great shooting won that
And Rudy Tomjanovich'"' said Nissalke. •' We're
added, "George -McGinnis
said, "There is no way we can
lose this series.' Hey, I
All To Torture Another
Unknown In Title Bout
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
LANI5OVER, Md. (AP —
Muhammad All returns to
America's living rooms
tonight, fighting a "Stranger
in the Night" named Alfredo
Evangelista.
"You all said, 'Who's
Jimmy Young, who's Jimmy
Young?" Ali shouted. It was
a reference to the now highly
regarded Young, who was not
a name fighter when he gave
All such a rough going before
losing a 15-round decision at
the Capital Centre April 30,
1976.
But Young was not the
unknown quantity that
Evangelista is going into
tonight's title fight at the
Capital Centre and on ABC-
TV.
Evegelista is a 22-year-old
Spanish citizen from Uruguay.
His record is 13-1-1 and is
ranked 10th by both the World
Boxing Association and World
Boxing Council.
He lost his last fight, to
Lorenzo Zanon Feb. 4, and his
knockout victims include
Urtain, Lucien Rodriguez,
Tony Moore, Rudi I,ubbers
and Lisoko Abibobele. He likes
ravioli and Raquel Welch.
His most prominent win was
his four-round knockout of
Rodriguez, the Frenchman
who recently won the
European title by beating
Jean-Pierre Coopman, an All
victim on U.S. home television
Feb. 20, 1976.
This will be Ali's fourth
home - TV appearance in his
-last five fights onlYiiS
disputed decision over Ken
Norton last Sept. 28 was not on
home television. The televised
fights were his five-round
knockout of Coopman, his
decision over Young and his
five-round knockout of
Richard Dunn May 24.
Ali is getting $2.7 million,
Evangelista $85,000 for this
television appearance which
will be part of a tripleheader.
ABC will telecast from 8:30
p.m. EDT to 11 p.m. with the
Ali fight set for about 10 p.m.
The other two fights will
feature Roberto Duran of
Panama, the WBA lightweight
champion, and Alfredo
Escalera of Puerto Rica, the
WBC junior lightweight
champ.
Duran will fight Jamier
Muniz of Los Angeles in a 10-
round non-title bout. Escalera
will defend his title against
Carlos Becerril of Pomona,
Calif.
GENERAL
MOHNTON, Pa. — Robert
Edwards, 26, of Unionbridge,
Md., was killed when his
dragster snapped an axle at
100 miles per hour and
smashed into the guard rail
during competition at the
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wouldn't put his *whole cony'
tract on that. If basettball was
as predictable as that it
wouldn't be a_s_port."
Nissalk-e-referrecr to a story
quoting the 76ers' Steve Mix
as belittling Houston's 6-foot-
10 center, Moses Malone.
"Contrary to what Mix said,
Moses is a pretty good
player," Nissalke said. "I
thought his ( Mix ) remarks
were dumb. Moses is the best
rebounder in the league. We
know about the Sixers'
weaknesses, but we don't talk
about them. I thought it was
ridiculous on Steve's part."
Lucas,. Tomjanovich,
Malone and Calvin Murphy all
vented their anger against the
Sixers on the Spectrum floor
Sunday. Lucas scored 21
points, including a driving,
twisting 12-footer with 1:45 left
that sent the Rockets ahead to
stay 110-109. Tomjanovich also
had 21, 11 of them in the late
going. Malone had 17 and
dragged down 19 rebounds.
Murphy, despite five personal
fouls, contributed 15, seven in
the best shooting team in the
league. And our rebounding, a
50-40 edge, also was a key
factor. And they had three
guys in foul trouble,
McGinnis, Doug Collins and
Caldwell Jones."
Philadelphia Coach Gene
Shue was upset about blowing
a game the 76ers appeared to
have in the bag.
"I didn't want to go back to
Houston," Shue lamented.
"This was a game we really
wanted to win."
McGinnis, who scored 1.1
points, grabbed 14 rebounds
and handed out four assists
despite a groin injury that
required a pre-game cortisone
shot, said the 76ers simply
were overconfident.
"It was too simple, too easy,
the way we won three of the
first 'four," McGinnis said.
"We were complacent. I guess
we learned a lesson."
Julius Erving made no
excuses. He really didn't have
to. Dr. J whirled, drove,
jumped and dunked for 37
points, handed out six assists
and made three steals.
The Portland- Trail Blazers
winners in four straight over
Los Angeles for the Western
Conference title, will have to
wait at least one more game to
find out who their opponent
WoullfriT- 
_ „
In any event, the best-of-
seven championship series
will not start until Sunday, at




— Tommy Ivo of Burbank,
Calif., emerged as the over-all
champion at the 12th Super
Funny Car challenge drag
race, winning in 6.77 seconds
I.yo's average speed Sunday
over the quarter-mile strip
was 215.82 miles per hour.
12 Boys, Five Girls Quality For State
Murray High Boys Grab
Regional Track Laurels
The Murray High boys: track team won the team title in the
Regional Class A Track Meet at Fort Campbell Saturday and
in addition, qualified 12 people for the state meet which will
be held Friday and Saturday at Lexington.
Five members of the Tiger girls' team qualified for the
state meet and in the overall team totals, the Murray girls
placed fourth.
Murray High racked up 51 points in the boys' meet to easily
outdistance Trigg County which was second with 36 points.
Other scores included Fort Campbell 27, Providence 27, Web-
ster County 14, Fulton City 10, Ballard Memorial 6 and Heath
3.
In the girls' meet, Providence won with 39 points while
Webster Count's, waif second- with 35. Othertearn scores -
eluded Fort Campbell 32, Murray High 12, Fulton City 10,
West Hopkins 8, Hickman County 11, Trigg County 7, Heath 2,
Ballard Memorial 1 and St. Mary 1.
First and second-place winners in the Regional meet
qualified for the state meet.
Bill McHugh qualified for three events in the state meet.
He placed second with 10-9 in the pole vault and in the 800-
yard run
' 
was second with a personal best time of 2:05.9.
McHugh also rain a leg in the winning mile-relay.
The Tiger mile-relay team posted a 3:34 for first place.
Members of the team included Grettis Bumphis, Bo Reed,
Brett Harcourt and McHugh.
Michael Skinner, Tim Lane, Bumphis and Harcourt all
qualified for two events in the state meet.
Perhaps the most impressive performance by any Tiger
came in the high jump where Richie Richardson put on quite
a show.
Crenshaw Fires 31 On Back
Nine To Win Colonial Crown
By MIKE COCHRAN
Associated Press Writer
FORT WORTH, Tex. ( AP
— Clutching a $40,000 check, a
championship ring and his
blonde wife Polly, Ben,
Crenshaw confessed: "I'm the
luckiest guy in the world.
"Something seemed to take'
me by the hand and lead me
through the wilderness... I hit
three or four good shots on the
back side and shot a 31.
"Tell me that's not lucky"
Lady Luck was indeed a
kissing cousin Sunday as
Gentle Ben fired a 31 on the
home stretch, overtook John
Schroeder and won the
$200,000 Colonial National
Invitation by one shot, at 272,
in the end,'it was a devilish
eight-footer for a par at the
18th that secured him a one-
East Sweeps Track
Meets At Southwest
East took a pair of track
wins Friday afternoon over
host Southwest. '
In the boys' meet, East won
a 57-43 match while in the
girls' meet, the score was the
same with East on top.
Both East and Southwest
along. with North will par-
ticipate in the county meet
Tuesday. The site has not been
determined as of yet
NOW THRU MAY 21
The Royce 648
Mies. Suggested List $136.95
under 69, the $40,000 and a
second victory in his native
Texas.
How sweet it was.
"It feels just great to win in
Texas," the 26-year-old Texan
said. "After last week, nothing
could be better than winning
at-Colonial . . .,as a kid, I
hoped- and dreamed I could
win here someday.
"I guess it was just my
day."
Schroeder closed with a 71




brilliantly as he swept from
five strokes back oti the final
nine to erase the bitter
memory of the Byron Nelson
Classic.
It was just a week earlier at
Dallas that he wound up
bogey-bogey and permitted
Ray Floyd to slip past him for
the title.
He finished Sunday at eight
under after touring the par-70
Colonial course with rounds of
65-70-68-69. His four-round
total was two shots off the
record.
Schroeder, 31, a non-winner
since 1973, entered the win-
dswept Unal round a stroke
ahead of Crenshaw and five in
front of Tom Watson.
Watson, who pulled within
two strokes of the lead at one
point, took third with 67-274.
Lynn Lott, at 66, tied Al
Geiberger, 68, for fourth with
277. Miller Wirber, 68, Ed
Sneed, 71, and Butch Baird, 70,
w'...ce at 279. Hubert Green and
Wally Armstrong each closed
with 68s for 280.
Wins Award
NEW YORK (AP) — Ed-
ward Wilson of Greenwich,
Conn. has been named





Wilson was one of 62 ap-
plicants front 22 states for the
$20,000 grant, awarded an-
nually to a high school senior
planning a career in sports
writing. The school created
the scholarship in memory of
Rice, a Vanderbilt alumnus.
PRX ASTICSMNE, Czechoslovakia -
Nelli Kim of the Soviet Union
defeated Olympic champion
Nadia Comaneci of Romania
in the vault competition of the
11th European Women's
Gymnastics Championships.
'The Romanians later with-
drew their team over what
they charged was biased of-
ficiating.
Now through May 21. get the Royce 648 CB
for only $99.
Rugged Royce quality in a 100% solid-state,
ii impact 40-channel CB radio. •
Variable squelch ccnitrol. Offi(gi volume
switch. Push-button "A. Large, extra-clear three-
inch speaker.
At these participating dealers:
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Richardson, the defending Class A state champion in the
high jump, cleared 6-5 for a new personal ' best and
school record to take first place in the event.
Though nobody was certain, the 6-6 may have been the best
high jump mark ever recorded in the area.
Besides Richardson and the mile-relay team, the Tigers
had three other first-place winners.
Claude Johnson recorded a 21.5 to win the 180-low hurdles
while Time Lane had a 46-5% to place first in the shot put and
In the triple jump, Michael Skinner was first with a 42-4.
Besides McHugh, other second places came from the 8813-
relay team, Bumphis in the 440-yard dash, Craig Johnson in
the 180-low hurdles, Tim Lane in the discus and Skinner in the
The 880-relay team of Harcourt, Kerry Thompson, Randy
Cr and Henry Greer was second in 1:33.4 while in the 440-
yard dash, Bumphis was second in a personal best of 53.2.
Craig Johnson crossed in 21.5 in the 180-low hurdles and
was neck and neck with his brother, Claude, who finished fir-
st.
, Lane threw the discus 126-1 for second while Skinner went
-20-6 for second in the long-jump. Skinner missed first place
by one a quarter of an inch.
In other action, Randy Orr had a 10.4 and was third in the
100-yard dash while in the 22)-yard dash, Greer was third in
24.0 and Orr fourth in the same time.
In all, the Tigers qualified for the state meet in 11 of the 16
events. It was the first time since 1969 Murray has won the
Regional. -
In the girls' meet, the 880-medley relay team plated second
and qualified for state while in the long jump, Jaina Washer
had a 14-7;2 and placed second to qualify for the state meet.
The 880-medley relay teeth composed of Tammy Camp-
bell, Star Jones, Brenda Adams and Barbara Campbell was
second in a time of 1:57.7.
Tammy Campbell and Jones are only eighth graders.
Murray got a pair of thirds. Adams was third in the 220-
yard dash with a 27.8 While in the 60-yard hurdles, Stacy
Overbey was third in 8.9.
The 440-relay team composed of Althea Parham, Tammy
Campbell, Starr Jones and Adams was fourth in 53.4. Also
getting a fourth was Brenda Adams with a 12.1 in the 100-yard
dash.
The preliminaries in the track events along with some





Your vote and support
will be appreciated
This ad paid for by the concbd te
Easy-to-read, lighted S/RE meter
and channel indicator. External speaker output
and more. Many of the features y(acd expect to
find on a more expensive CB radio.
Go for quality. Get the Royce 648..0. Now
through May 21, only $99.
And built to take it. Ro z
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Cherry Thinks Bruins Might
Break Up Canadien Dynasty
By DAVE O'HARA
AP Sports Writer
BOS1‘)N ( AP) — When the
Nationa Hockey League
training camps opened last
Septemser, the major
question was: Which club
would gs on to be beaten by
the defedning champion
, Montrea Canadiens in the
Stanley Cup final? '
The Roston Bruins sur-
prisingly "won" the honor.
They bowed out in four
straight games, as the mighty
Canadier.s scored a 2-1
overtime victory Saturday
night for their 20th Stanley
-C11-011TIe.
The training camps for the
start of th: 1977-78 season are
a long summer away, but
already another big question
is being asked. How can the
Bruins, Buffalo Sabres, New
York Islanders, Philadelphia
Flyers Cr any other hopeful
improve enough to beat
Montreal?
"Well be back, for sure,"
Boston Coach , Don Cherry
said. "'they (the Canadiens)
can't get any better, but we
can. We'll be better in every
way nexlyear."
"We're not on a par with
Montreal and we're not going
to sit still," said Boston
General Manager Harry
Sinden.
Sinden is openly trying to
luie Mark Howe, who has
played out his contract with




The Kentucky Lake Sailing
Club's Watkins Cup Small
Boat Regatta was held
Satutday and Sunday at
Kenttcky Lake.
A total. of 39 sailboats with
skippers from Kentucky,
Indiana, Illinois, Missouri and
Tennessee participated in the
event.
Trophies were awarded in
three classes. The first three
placel in each event were
given trophies by Dick
Crysier, the KLSC com-
modore.
In the Handicap One Class,
a total of 16 boats were en-
tered with Lee White of the
KLSC *ruling first. White is
from Hopkinsville. Jed Delker
of Owersboro (KSLC) took
second while Glen Kreag of
Kuttawa was third.
The Handicap Two Class
found 13 boats entered. with
Stewart Witt of Indianapolis
winning first while John
Mexer of Louisville was third
and Jrfk Lumb of
Elizabethtown fourth.
In the Sunfish Class, 10
boats were entered. Tom
Brizendine of Greenville
(KLSC, won4irst while Craig
Riddle of Madisonville
KLSC) was second and Jim
Ryan of Owensboro third.
It was the first of a two-part
weekend of the KLSC's
Governor's Cup Regatta.
This weekend, the cruising
class regatta will be held.
F.C. Heerde of Gilbertsville
will be the chairman for this
weekend's events.
Registration will begin at 8
a.m. Saturday with the racing
to begin WO a.m. on Saturday
and Sunday.
Howe could be another Guy
Lefleur, the Canadies' NHL
scoring champion who was
voted the most valuable
player in the playoffs.
However, the Bruins, like
other NHL clubs, figure to
need more than a Mark Howe
to match the Canadiens, who
have incredible speed, hard,
accurate shooters and a tough
defense anchored by big Larry
Robinson, Serge Savard and
Guy Lapointe with Ken
Dryden in goal.
And, possibly even more
important as Coach Scotty
Bowman noted, "We're a
young tealfl. -11itOntrear Int
only eight of 80 regular-season
games and two of 14 playoff
contests en route to the NHL
title.
"I doubt if any other team
will ever match this record,"
Bowman said without trying
to boast. "We started to win
last fall and we just kept
going."
"You can't lose when you
play for Montreal," LaPointe
said. , "There's so much
pressure — win, win, win.
They let you know that the
first day you come to training
camp."
"We are afraid to lose," -
added versatile Jim Roberts.
"We want to win all the time."
"This is a great team, and
with the assets it has it would
be considered great in any
age," said center Pete
Mahovlich. "No one can
coilipare teams of different
eras, but this would be a great
team even in it was playing in
a six-team league like the
other great - Canadiens'
teams,"
"The essence of this team is
hard work," said Dryden, who
had a 1.55 goals-against
average in 14 playoff games.
"Lafleur and Steve Shutt, a 60-
goal scorer, and the defense-
men add the flavor to it, but
the basic reason we do so well
is the effort everybody gives."
The Bruins beat Montreal
three times in five games
during the regular season.
However, they were no match
for the Canadiens with the
Stanley Cup at stake, a trophy
Montreal first won in 1916, the
year before the NHL was
founded.
The Canadiens defeated the
Btuins 7-3, 3-0 and 4-2 before
capturing the fourth game on
two goals by Jacques
Lemaire, both with assists
from Lafleur. Lemaire
slammed home a 10-footer on





ANAHEIM — New York
Yankees Manager Billy
Martin was fined $2,500 by his
club for remarks concerning
the failure of the team's front
office to acquire a 25th player.
sports
Mairay Ledger & Times
Sneva Hits 200 To Get
Pole Position For Indy
By JERRY GARRETT
AP Motorsports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — At
least Johnny Rutherford can
start the Indianapolis 500 next
to one Sneva.
Not the one he had in mind,
though.
Rutherford, the defending
champion, passed up a chance
on the first day of qualifying,
Sôtiu d; to earn-a front-row
seat for the May 29 auto racing
classic. He wanted the pole
position, or nothing.
He got nothing.
Rutherford, a two-time pole
winner in the $1 million race
and top qualifier in five
previous races this season,
gambled that his backup
McLaren would run better
than his front-line model,
Region Baseball Play
Set To Open Tuesday
Murray High and Calloway County had no luck in the
drawing for the Regional Tournament pairings.
Two of the six teams in the Regional, which begins Tuesday
at Calvert City, drew byes into the semifinals. They were
Christian County in the upper bracket and Livingston County
in the lower bracket.
Calloway County will be playing at 1 p.m. Tuesday against
Crittenden County in .the only first round upper bracket
game. The winner plays at 1 p.m. Wednesday against Crit-
tenden County.
In the lower bracket, Murray High will play Fort Campbell
at 3 p.m. Tuesday with the winner earning the right to meet
Livingston County in the semifinals at 3 p.m. Wednesday.
The championship game is scheduled for 3 p.m. Thursday.
Murray High will carry an 11-3 record into the tourney
while the Lakers stand at 4-8 on the season.
Calloway County drew a bye in the District and an
automatic bid into the Regional. Murray had to defeat Mar-
shall County before winning over Calloway County in the
District finals to reach the Regional Tournament.
Braves Shock 'Cards,
Cubs Edge Expos Twice
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
The smartest move Atlanta
Manager Dave Bristol made
was one he didn't make.
"You know, I almost pinch-
hit Brian Asselstine for him in
the eighth," Bristol said,
referring to rooking Barry
Bonnell.
"That shows you what
strategy really is.
Bonnell stayed in the game
and stashed a two-out, three-
run single to center in the
eighth inning to snap a
deadlock and give the Braves
a wild 15-12 National League
victory over the St. Louis
Cardinals Sunday.
Then, in the ninth, Bonnell
raced to the 402-foot sign in
center field to haul down Ted
Simmons' drive with two men
on base.
"I thought it was gone,"
Bonnell said. "I just ran back
to the fence as fast as I could,
set up and waited for it to
come down."
"If Simmons' ball had gone
out, I'd of felt like bombing
this place with 37,000 people in
it," said Bristol, savoring his
first victory since April 22.
And the Braves did it the
hard way.
St. Louis exploded to a 10-1
lead with a nine-run fourth
inning, led by Dave Rader's 5-
for-5 performance, including
three doubles. But Atlanta
fought back with three runs in
the fifth, five in the sixth and
six in:the eighth.
Said losing pitcher Al
Hrabosky, a reliever who had
not allowed Atlanta a run in 14
games since 1975: "When you
score 12 runs and lose, it's just
something that isn't in the
cards."
Cubs 4-4, Expos 2-3
Jerry Morales was the
hitting star in both games as
Chicago swept a doubleheader inning to give Los Angeles its
from Montreal. Morales had victory over New York. Haleal I'
was a late-inning pinch-runnertwo-run double in the first-
and defensive replacementgame_and..stroked a two-run
single in the nightcap, after the Dodgers had taken a
The Cubs, who swept the 3-1 lead on Ron Cey's two-run
iour-game weekend series homer, his 12th of the season. 
The Mets rallied and had
If you own your own home,
you can own your own doctor.
You may be sitting on a nest egg you may have overlooked—the equity you've
built up in your home. A CIT Homeovi iier Loan based on that equity can help you
pay for ,college. medical school. a big wedding, a new car. You can afford to think
big. So plan ahead. And then plan on seeing us.
Everyday loans for
FSItj:::ICCitl- everyday living.
Southside Shopping Ctr. Tel. 753-6702
An I ythil Upp,rtuno!, (*unwary,
with Montreal, have won 12 of
their last 14 games while the
Expos have lost six straight.
Phillies 5, Padres 2
Jerry Martin slammed a
home run and a single to drive
in two runs, backing Steve
Canton's five-hit pitching as
Philadelphia downed San
Diego. It was the Phillies'
fourth straight victory and the
fifth in a row for Carlton, 5-1,
who struck out 11 and walked
four.
The'  victory snapped Cy
Young Award-winner Randy
Jones' seven-game winning
streak over the Phillies. Jones
3-5, gave up four runs on nine
hits while walking four in the
six innings he worked.
Dodgers 4, Mets 3
Steve Garvey scored on
John Hale's single in the 12th
runners on second and third
with none out in the bottom of
the 12th. But they failed to
score when reliever Mike
Garman, 1-0, got Jerry Grote
on a ground-out, struck out
Ron Hodges and got Felix-
Milan to fly to left, ending the
game.
Reds 6, Giants 2
Cincinnati pitcher Gar:-.
Nolan scattered four hits 1•1
seven innings, boosting h;
record to 2-0 as the RnL-
downed San Francisco.
Pinch-hitter Champ Sun,
mers led the Reds' attack aith
his first home run in a Cir:-
cinnati uniform.
Nolan retired 10 straight
batters after giving up so
homers to the Giants'
Madlock and Terry Witfield
in the third. Lynn McGlothlin.
2-4, took the loss.
Pirates 3, Astros I
°Mar Moreno scored on Al
Oliver's eighth-inning single,
snapping a tie and boosting
Pittsburgh past Houston. It
was Pittsburgh's 1Pth victory
in their last 21 games.
Astros starter and loser .1
R. Richard tripled and Stored
on Willie Crawford's single in
the seventh to knot the score
at 1-1. Pirates reliever Kent
Tekulve, 3-0, was the winner.
which had turned 197.542 miles
an hour on its first qualifying
lap.
But T,om Srltva, the 28-year-
ol4 mathematics teacher from
Spokane, Wash., had shat-
tered the track record and had 
officiallybecome the first
driver in the 68-year history of
the 21 2-mile Indianapolis
Motor Speedway to exceed 200
And Sneva did it - laps--at
200.401 and 200.535 - in a
McLaren-Cosworth, a carbon
copy of Rutherford's mount.
Ruthei-ford's gamble didn't
pay off. The backup McLaren
"Just quit" on a warrnup lap
and not enough time remained
to get the other car through
the qualifying line again
before the end of time trials at
6 p.m.
Though the speed was third
fastest over-all, Rutherford
earned the 17th starting
position because he didn't
qualify on the first day.
That put him next to Jerry
Sneva, the younger brother of
the pole winner, who qualified
a 7-year-old McLaren at
186.616. Not bad considering
the car's age, but slowest of
the Saturday qualifiers.
Horton Gets Revenge,
Twins Remain Torrid -
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Texas slugger Willie Hor-
ton, who promised to "get"
Kansas City catcher Darrell
Porter following a May 7
brawl, settled instead for
three Royals pitchers.
With Porter behind the plate
and calling for all the wrong
pitches, Horton, the Rangers'
'burley designated hitter,
nailed Paul Splittorff, Doug
Bird and Marty Pattin for one
home run apiece in Texas' 7-3
victory SUnday. He added a
sacrifice-Ay- and dsove--in *—
total of five runs. .
The power display gave
Horton eight home runs for the
And
season, sixa rt aang a hi nasdt t hae IRoyals.gicai
explanation.
_They're all we've . been
playing. We haven't played
anybody else," he said.
Actually, Teas has played
seven rat its last 10 games
against Kansas City.
Elsewhere in the American
League, the Baltimore Orioles.
edged the Oakland A's 3-2 and
moved past New York into
first place in the East Division
when the Yankees lost to the
California Angels 8-2, the
Minnesota Twins downed the
Toronto Blue Jays 5-3, the
Cleveland Indians nipped the
Chicago White Sox 4-3, the
Boston Red Sox shaded the
Seattle Mariners 5-4 and the
Detroit Tigers defeated
Milwaukee 5-3 in 10 innings
while the Brewers bounded
back to take the 10-inning
nightcap 3-2.
Orioles 3, A's 2
Pat Kelly sent Baltimore
ahead with a fourth-inning
single and rookie reliever
Dennis Martinez pitched out of
trouble in the eighth after
Oakland put a runner on third
with none out.
With the score tied 1-1, Lee
May reached on an error by
Oakland pitcher Bahresen to
open-the fourtii,...stale..secoud -
and scored on Kelly's single.
The Orioles added the decisive
run in the fifth on a run-
scoring single by May.
Angels Yankees 2
Frank Tanana's designated
hit man is still at it. Joe Rudi
drove in two runs with a single
and triple as Tanana became
the AL's first six-game winner
with a five-hit, 10-strikeout
performance. Rudi has
collected 19 of his league-
leading 35 RBI, hit six home
runs and batted .417 in
Tanana's nine starts.
Twins 5, Blue Jays 3
The red-hot Twins handed
Toronto 'rookie star Jerry
Garvin his first major league
loss after five victories. The
Twins, who have won seven of
their last eight games and
lead second-place Chicago by
l'7 games in the Al. West,
Laker Girls Finish Third
tagged Garvin for five runs
and nine hits before finally
chasing the 21-year-old left-
hander in the fifth inning.
MinnesOta jumped to a 2-0
lead in the first inning on run-
scoring doubles by Dan Ford
and Craig Kusick and added a
run in the second on an RBI
single by Mike Cubbage.
Indians 4, White Sox 3
Johnny Grubb drilled a
triple and two singles to back
the pitching of Dennis
Eckersley, Don Hood and Jim
Kern. Grubb led off the second
inning...?itth agingl...when.The--
Indians scored three unearned
runs and he tripled to open the
eighth, with pinch runner Paul
Dade scoring on a single by
Buddy Bell.
TENNIS
DALLAS — Jimmy Connors
defeated Dick Stockton 6-7, 6-
1, 6-4, 6-3 and won the World
Championship Tennis title.
HAMBURG, West Germany
-- Paolo Bertolucci of Italy
upset Spain's Manuel Orantes
6,3, 4-6, 6-2, 6-3 and won the
$158,000 national Tennis
Tournament.
ROME -- D. Renee
Richards, the transexual
tennis player, failed a saliva
sex test and was declared
ineligible to compete in the
women's division of the Italian
Open tennis championship.
Pinner, Miller And Relay
Team Qualify For State
Sparked by star junior Felicia Pinner, the Calloway County
girls' track team placed third in the 2-A Regional meet held
at Paducah Tilghman Saturday.
Pinner, the defending state champion in the 440-yard dash,
qualified for the state meet in four events.
As. expected, Tilghman won the team title with 66 points
while Christian County was second with 40. Other scores in-
cluded Calloway County 20,-margiatt County 17, Hopkinsville
17, Mayfield 5, Lone Oak 0 and Reidland 0.
In the short sprint races, Pinner finished second twice to
Lynn Maxwell of Tilghman.
Maxwell blistered everyone in the 100-yard dash as she won
with a record-breaking 10.9 while Pinner was second in 11.2.
In the 220-yard dash, Maxwell lengthened her margin of.
victory with a 25.0 while Pinner was second in 25.7.
Maxwell, with a good shot at making the Olympics, is con-
sidered as one of the top prep track stars in the nation.
In the 440-yard dash, Pinner recorded a first place in win-
ning with a 58.8 and was nearly two seconds in front of
second-place Cheryl Gore of Tilghman.
Gore, who was second last year in the 440 at the Regional, _
recorded a 60.9. Pinner's time was a personal best for this
season and just .6 second off her all-time personal best.
The Laker girls placed second in ti,"0 more events; thus
qualifying for the state meet.
Sophomore Melissa Miller, who has suddenly developed in-
to one of the better middle distance runners int he area,
placed second in the 880-yarclrun with .a 2:32.3 for a personal
best and a new school record.
The mile-relay team composed of Vickie Carraway, Rose
Ross, Ellen Mahan and Pinner placed second in 4:16.6 and---
also qualified for state.
The Laker 880,yard relay team just missed a trip to,state as
they placed third in 1:52.3. 'Running legs were earraway,
Miller, Ross and Mahan, all of whom had already qualified in
other events.
In the 110-yard hurdles, Rose Ross placed fourth in 17.2 for
the only Laker place in the meet. .„
The Calloway County boys' team failed to send anyone to
the state meet. .
Tilghman won the team title-with 68 points while Christian
County was second with 46. Other team scores included
Hoplcinsville 28, Mayfield 18, Marshall County 9, Caldwell
County 3, Calloway County 2, Lone Oak 2 and Reiclland 0.
The [Akers had two fourth-place efforts in the meet.
Terry Clark was fourth in the discus with a 124-74'2 while in
the 880-yard run, Tommy Futrell had a 2:08.2 and placed
fourth.
The Laker girls, qualifying five for the state meet, will be
taking part in the 2-A state meet which will begin Friday at
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SPECIAL EDITION '77 AUDIS AT SPECIAL PRICES.
AUDI 100LS
-. A Collectors Auck A German-
engineered luxury car now
available with $1 100 worth of
options for only $495. Air con-
ditioning. outomotic transmis-
sion, deluxe wheel covers and o
choice of two metallic colors. Of course.
the Audi lOOLS'is already loaded with
features you dont pay extra for. Like
power steering, power assisted brakes. fuel
injection, electric rear window defogger.
tinted gloss ond steel belted radials.
AUDI FOX
Completing The Audi Collec-
tion is the Fox. our roomy
oed sports sedan. It comes
equipped with a special
options package featuring o
new deluxe interior a choice of
two metallic points and special
wheels. For only $150 extra. Standard
equipment at no extra cost includes
fuet injection, power assisted brakes
and steel belted radials.










Corn production has become
one of Kentucky's foremost
grain crops, the state having recommend the planting of
been placed among the list of full-season hybrids, at least on
top corn producing states in the majority of the corn
the nation. acreage of any given WM.
In view of that importance: but added that a producer
Morris J. Bitzer, UK extension should grow more than one
SeePS..r•Pe"64fite-2—#.11ybrid#4tr -elieh--erop—yeart.
pointed out the seven vital
factors that should be con-
sidered by Kentucky's corn
producers — land selection,
fertilization, hybrid selection,
planting date, plant
population, row width and
planting depth, and finally,
weed control.
- -In land selection, Bitzer
advised the producer to "use
your best land for. continuous
corn production." He
recommended the use of the
no-tillage method of corn
planting, noting the soil tilth is
better maintained and land
can be cropped more in-
tensively. He pointed out that
the no-tillage method allowed
use of steeper sloped soils in
the maintaining of a suggested
rotation practice of two crops
of corn, followed by small
grains and then red clover
hay.
Proper fertilization was
termed essential for top corn
production, but to be assured
of that proper fertilization
"you must test your soil,"
Bitzer said, with lime and
fertilizer applied according to
the foil test recom-
mendations. "Nitrogen fer-
tilization should be based on
previous crop, soil drainage
and tillage system," he said.
"Moderately and poorly-
drained soils require from 50
to 100 pounds more nitrogen
per acre than well-drained
soils." On well-drained _soils
nitrogen should be applied at
planting, but the application
may be delayed from four to
six weeks after planting- in
soils with lesser drainage, he
said. For continuous corn
silage fields, or for corn
following small grain silage,
potash rates were recom-
mended to be increased by 60
pounds per acre. Bitzer said
county agricultural agents
had more specific data
available on rates of fertilizer
applications.
The grain crops specialist
"Planting 20-30 per cent of
your acreage in earlier
maturing hybrids will reduce
your risk to weather and
disease and will spread your
harvest load," he said. "When
selecting a hybrid, consider
such factors as maturity,
standability, insect and
disease resistance, type of
hybrid, markets available and
the yielding potential. And, if
Johnsongrass is a problem in
your cornfields, select one .of
the outstanding virus resistant
hybrids now available." As
with fertilization, Bitzer said
county agricultural agents
had information available on
hybrid selection.
"Too early or too late
planting may reduce your
corn yields," the specialist
said in regard to proper
planting dates. For highest
yields, corn should be planted
after April 15 and before May
15, but wait until the soil
temperature is above 50
degrees and getting warmer,"
he advised. No-till planting of
corn, however, should be
delayed at least a week later
than conventionally planted
corn. In cases where planting
is impossible until after June
1, the advice is to plan' an




populations are profitable in
no-till planting as compared to
conventional planting
population rates. In con-
ventional planting, top yields
can be realized from planting
18,000 to 22,000 seeds per acre,
however, in no-tillage plan-
tings, the rate should be 20,000
to 26,000 seeds per acre, while
silage plantings should be
22,000 to 26,000 seeds per acre.
Such planting rates should
give final stands of 16,000 to
22,000 plants per acre, Bitzer
said. He emphasized that
higher rates of planting
populations often results in
barred plants, bore stalk rot,
increased lodging and lower
grain quality.
Corn rows 36-40 inches apart
is recommended, no research
--dot&teveahng-aarinereario-in
corn yields from narrower
rows, Hazer said, noting the
average row width for corn •
producers in Kentucky is 36.1
inches. It is more important
to get the proper plant
population than to use
narrower rows," he pointed
out. "Corn seed should be
planted from one to- three
inches deep."' However, he
added, for good emergence
and uniform stands, corn
should not be planted over two
inches deep except in sandy,
dry soils.
Good weed control was
described as a must for top
corn production — that factor
being obtained in the use of the
right herbicides applied ac-
cording to recommendations
on the container labels. Bitzer
said in no-tillage corn
production, the Use of a
contact and residual herbicide
with 40 or more gallons of
water per acre is essential to
obtain the best weed control.
He noted again - that county




from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture
Convenience often costs
you more money, but you
can save by adding your own
convenience touches. You
can save if you grate your
own cheese, make your own
white sauces, casseroles,
cookies, bread crumbs (from
leftovers), seasoned rice and
salad dressings. Freeze to use
later.
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more feed than cattle can use
during the lush growth period
during the spring but come up
short of grazing needs when
g_rowth slows down during the
„summer.
Farmers can take ad-
vantage of this forage growth
pattern, get more feed from
their land in pastures and
assure themselves of an
adequate, supply of forage
during dry periods and winter
„months, says J. Kenneth
Evans, UK extension forage




growth is good and harvesting
the surplus as hay or silage.
Restricted grazing means
allowing cattle access only to
small fields during the spring
by closing gates between
fields or by partitioning large
fields with electric fences.
Restrict cattle to the acreage
that they can keep grazed
down. If this isn't done, much
of the pasture is wasted
because cattle trample down
or refuse to eat the excess
spring production later when
forage is mere mature and
less palatable, -Evans' ex-
plains.
Harvest hay or silage frorti,
pasture land that is not being
grazed and feed it out of
storage later on. During hot,
dry periods of summer when
growth is slower, remove
temporary fences or open
gates to give cattle as much
'pasture area as they need.
This pasture management
program takes a little more
labor but increases beef
production per acre enough to
make it profitable, says
Evans. Restricted grazing and
harvesting the surplus pasture
growth yielded 41 per cent
more beef per acre than
allowing cattle to graze, over
the total pasture area during
the entire season in tests
conducted in Virginia. The
results should apply equally
well to Kentucky, according to
Evans.
Now Is Time To Fertilize
Pasture To Get Good Hay Crop
Hay, that once-lowly farm
product looked at only as
something to toss to horses
and cows, has taken on a new
look. Farmers who have a
good supply of top quality hay
have money in the bank, so to
the--piettire-
emerging from a recent
survey of forage specialists
around the nation.
-Bight now is the time to
take advantage of higher than
usual hay prices as a result of
shortage of hay, and lower
than usual fertilizer prices,"
says Dr. John Baylor,
agronomist and noted forage
expert from Pennsylvania
State University.
Dr. Baylor urges farmers to
fertilize their pastures and
ha) fields to help increase
yields during the coming
season. A look at hay prices
around the nation as the result
of weather conditions shows
why Dr. Baylor thinks far-
mers should work at better
forage production for the
coming year.
In Arkansas, for example,
hay has been selling at $80 to
$120 a ton, and that had to' be
purchased mostly from out-of-
state sources.
Maryland, with a heavy
horse population, saw top
quality hay prices soaring as
high as $150 a ton. Farmers
trying to purchase hay .for
dairy and beef stock were
faced with prices driven up by
the horse owners.
California dairymen were
paying as high as $95 a ton for
hay in the area around Davis.
In the Los Angeles area,
alfalfa sold for $85 a ton.
Elsewhere around the
nation there were similar
situations as the winter
conditions and drought cut
deeply into the supply of hay
and forage available for beef
and dairy cattle. A nationwide
survey of leading forage
specialists by the American
Forage and Grassland Council
shows a general deficiency in
available supplies.
The AFGC says that even
with the number of cattle
down, there is a real pinch on
the current supply of feed. The
forage experts say it will take
225 million tons of forage to
feed the 41.4 million beef cows
to produce an 80-85 per cent
calf crop averaging 400-425
pounds at an eight-month
weaning . age, _.Datixrierp
many areas are also facing a
close situation on their feed
supply.
"There hasn't been a better
time for farrhers to take ad-
vantage of the crop-fertilizer
price relationship. There just
hasn't been a better time to
make money by fertilizing hay
and pastures," is the way one
forage expert put it.
And, hayibaking equipment
has kept up -with the times to
help make harvesting hay
easier and more profitable for
farmers. Officials at Sperry
New Holland, New Holland,
Pa., the nation's leading
manufacturer of haymaking
equipment, say farmers are
gearing up to take advantage
of the potentials Of top quality
hay.
"We see farmers willing to
invest in new technologies that
make their haymaking easier
and more profitable," says
George Eastman, product
manager for hay balers.
"Much of the old resentment
against producing hay
because it took a lot of work
and didn't match the cash
producing capability of other
crops has vanished:"
Eastman cites now
machines as one of the
reasons farmers are looking to
hay as a profitable crop. New
Haybine mower — con-
ditioners, which do the work of
three machines — the mower,
conditioner; and rake — make
preparation óf' the crop easier.
Balers handle the hay crops
with more care today, saving
the vital leaves which provide
nutrients for cattle.
Automatic bale wagons,
which pick up, stack and haul
bales without additional help,
have made handling hay much
easier. And, in many areas,
large round bales, weighing
800 to 1,800 pounds are
becoming common sights in
fields where they are stored in
Plant Early For The
Best Tasting Sweet Corn
sweet corn, when grown and
handled properly, can be one
of the most successful
vegetables produced in home
gardens.
For the best-tasting corn,
plant early, says C. H.
Roberts, UK extension hor-
ticilturist. There is more to it
than the fact that early
planting puts the first fresh
sweet corn of the season on
Your family's table. Early-
planted corn is ready to eat
before hot weather which
causes loss of sweetness
through the conversion of
sugars to starch, explains
Roberts. This process takes
place less rapidly in the plant
during cooler weather of early
summer.
Your earliest planting
should be made about the time
of the average last frost date
in your locality. Delay your
main planting until a week or
two after danger of frost is
over. Check with your county
extension agent's office if you
do not know the average last
frost date.
Many varieties of sweet
corn are well adapted to
Kentuckyagrowing cronditions,
says Roberts. They are
grouped according to
maturity — early, mid-season
and late. Your sWeet corn will
be ready for harvest at dif-
ferent times if you plant some
of all three maturities on the
same date.
The earliest recommended
variety is Northern Bell which
takes about 74 days • to be
ready for eating. Mid-season
varieties are Gold Cup and NK
199. Silver Queen is the latest
recommended variety,
maturing in 90 days.
Planting sweet corn in
several short rows side by side
rather than in one long row
improves pollination and
produces better-filled ears,
says Roberts. If you want to
spread harvest over a longer -
period of time, stagger
plantings about two or three
weeks apart or plant all your
seed on the same day, using
sweet corn varieties of dif-
ferent maturities.
About one-fourth pound of
seed will plant 100 feet of row.
After the final thinning there
should . be one plant about
every 12 inches in the row.
Sweet corn responds well to
fertilization. As a general
recommendation for the state,
Roberts suggests using 5 to 7
pounds of a complete fertilizer
containing nitrogen,
phosphorous and potash for
each 100 feet of row. An
example is 10-10-10. Apply this
fertilizer before planting. Give
--the plants more nitrogen by
sidedressing — once when
plants are about knee-high
and again when they are about
waist-hight. Ammonium
nitrate is good for
sidedressing at the rate of one
pound of fertilizer per 100 feet
of row.
Corn ear worm generally is
a problem in late-planted
sweet corn. Roberts suggests
watching corn closely at
silking time and spraying with
Sevin just when the silks start
showing. Follow directions on
the container.
-tor buying
your new Case tractor
between now and
June 30 1977 Any
model from 43 1680 F'TO
horsepower You II receive a
$400 check from Case or, it you
wish the $400 can be applied
toward your down payment Get
a good deal - and a good deal
more from your participating
Casp
$400.00 — That ain't hay!
McKeel Equipment
Co., Inc.
503 Walnut, Murray, Ky.
EIS]
753-3062
the open for winter feeding or
beef cattle.
New varieties of hay, better
fertilization by farmers and
modern machines have
brought hay to a role of im-
pos:tance_ .to.,,facrnors-adound- —
the nition. In fact, hay has
joined the list of agricultural
exports playing a role in the
nation's balance of payments:
Western ports last year
shipped about $10 million
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Native of Murray and Calloway-Comity
Graduate of Calloway County Nigh School, Murray
State University aid University of Louisville Law
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11 Practicing Attorney for Four Tears
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Battle Of The Bugs
Entomologists of the UK main ways, namely in-
College of Agriculture troducing foreign predators,
estimate there are around conserving and encouraging
10,000 species of insects in existing enemies and dosing
North America that can be the insect pests with disease
classed as pests. The chewing, organisms.
hnrin hieing th_f. pre.ti,xt nr mtrntr 
pr'opagating habits of these method, entomologists look
creeping, crawling varmints abroad for insect parasites
damage crops, property and that prey on the same, or
livestock to the tune of billions related species of our pests,
of dollar, annually, not to many of whom were ac-
mention their contribution to cidently imported and became
human health problems. To pests because there were 'no
keep these costs from running natural enemies here to keep
even higher, additional them in check.
millions must be spent to fight In the second biological
off or otherwise inhibit their approach, says Gregory,
depredations. entomologists look for oative
Up until recent years the or resident bugs that have
automatic response to insect
assault, whether in barn or
bean patch, was -to reach for
the dust or spray gun and cut
loose with a fusillage of in-
secticides. But these in-
secticides were, and are,
poisons and as the late Rachel
Carson so ably dramatized in
her "Silent Spring," have
their drawbacks - chief among
which is that many of these
sprays an dusts are not
selective. They often kill all
bugs, the good along with, the
bad, including some birds and
inimalsas well. Some of these
chemicals "May also ppse
danger to. man, especially if
not used with care. This is one
of the reasons why training
sessions in the use of in-
secticides have, and are still
being held all over the
Commonwealth.
By taking advantage of
these sessions, according to
Wes Gregory, UK extension
entomologist, farmers can
much more liIely control
injurious insects and at the
same time lessen the danger
to themselves and damage to
the environment.
Because of the potential
dangers of chemical in-
secticides, Gregory says, UK
entomologists and
agricultural scientists are
giving more and' more at-
tention to other methods of
controlling injurious insects.
Two broad approaches are
being explored — the
biologicarand the mechanical.
On the biological front, they
are attacking the bugs in three
acquired a taste for the pest.
Then they seek ways to en-
courage it. The Ichneumon fly
- in North America there a.re
more than 3,000 species - is a
good example. This fly, which
.40-trerref•-e-went-thatt-8417;-
preys on the corn borer.
Entomologists discovered that
adult ichneumon flies feed on
certain kinds of wildflowers.
By planting these flowers near
a cornfield, a farmer can
attract ichneumon flies and
thereby keep corn borers.
under control.
The third substitute for the
flyswatter is disease, and
according to scientists, it is an
approach that shows great
Answers Questions
On Urea Fertilizer
Trends in the fertilizer in-
dustry toward more
production of ammonium
forms of nitrogen, especially
urea, have raised the question
of whether these types of
nitrogen will work as well in
crop production as nitrate
fertilizer. .
the answer isthat urea will
do the job if farmers follow
good liming program, ac-
cording to K. L. Wells, UK
extension agronomist.
Different forms of nitrogen
fertilizer have been tested on
burley tobacco by the UK
College of Agriculture.
Generally, the results indicate
that crop response is about the
same to different sources of
nitrogen on soils containing
enough lime (a pH near 6.5).
Tests were conducted on
Maury silt loam soil with a pH
of about 5.4. Limestone was
applied at rates of 5 and 7.5
tons per acre in combination
with 225 pounds of nitrogen as
either urea or sodium nitrate.
The lime was applied half
plow-down and half disc-in
after plowing in early March
of the first year.
Average leaf yields of
burley tobacco were increases
221 to 276 pounds per acre by
adding the lime along with the
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promise. Already there are
germs, harmless to man, but
very efficient in the control of
sod webworms, cabbage
butterflies and forest cater;
pillars that often destroy great
lime was as effective as the 7.5
ton rate when all nitrogen was
sodium nitrate. However,
when the source of nitrogen
was urea, highest yields were
obtained with the higher lime
application rate of 7.5 tons per
acre. Yields in urea-treated,
unlimed plots • were about 250
pounds per acre lower than in
unlimed plots receiving
sodium nitrate,._ but dif-
ferences were negligible when
7.5 tons of lime were applied
per acre. .
Wells says liming works
best if done one to three years




Tentative dates have been
announced for the national
beef referendum -- June 6-17 Wheat growers have an germination. _
for registering and July 5-15 unusually good opportunity to 5. Plant between May 1 andfor voting, according to Curtis increase income per acre this Alpe 15, waiting until soil
Absher, UK extension beef year by harvesting wheat temperatures are above 65
cattle specialist. - early as forage- and planting degrees for best stands. If
These dates are termed soybeans in the wheat stubble. _planting deland lutiLafier-
Vtr7715;r7 reaaorcia that there is a June 15, plant rows spaced
-surplus of wheat and, a
shortage of soybeans in world
markets.
Morris Bitter, UK extension
grains specialist, explains the
situation this way: With
soybeans futures prices
around $7 per bushel and
wheat only $2.60 per bushel,
farmers potentially can make
$99 more per acre by getting
the what. off early so that
soybeans can be planted by
June 1. For example: 40
bushels of wheat at $2.60 is
$104 plus 25 bushels of
soybeans at $7 is $175 for a
total gross income of $279 per
acre. However, 7 tons of silage
or equivalent in hay or pasture
is worth $19 per ton or $133 per
acre plus 35 bushels of
soybeans at $7 is $245 for a
gross income of $378 per acre.
Many farmers can average 35
bushels of soybeans per acre
when planted by June 1.
With the prospect for higher
soybean profits this year,
Bitter urges farmers to use
the following practices to get
high yields:
1. Inoculate' seed with
nitrogen-fixing bacteria when
-planting in fields where
soybeans have not been grown
in the past 3 to 5 years.
2. Adjust soil fertility to
supply the needs of the
soybean crop. Lime acid soils
to a pH of 6.4. If soil pH is
below 6.2 at planting time,
apply molybdenum to the
soybeans as a seed treatment.
3: Select varieties that are
well adapted to your area.
Full-season varieties will
perform best, but planting
mid-season and full-season
varieties will spread harvest
time and reduce risks from
early frost and disease. Plant
full-season varieties first.
4. Plant high quality seed --
true to variety, free of serious
weed seeds and high in ger-
mination. Certified seed is
good insurance because it has
passed rigid field standards
for varietal purity and has
been laboratory tested for
Work is also being done on
viruses and fungi, and
nematodes that do no killing
on their own, but harbor
bacterium that kills injurious
insects. Already these
nematodes have been found
effective against cabbage root
maggots, corn borers, that
often ruin roasting ears, and
cabbage-butterfly cater-
pillars.
Other controls without the
use of chemical poisons in-
clude insect versions of the
electric chair in which certain
pests are attracted by
chemical odors and then
electrocuted; • sterilization
through radiation, as was
successful in the eradiCation
of the screw-worm fly in the
South, and the saw-fly, a
forest scourge of. the North.
And so the battle of the bugs
goes on. Extremely aware of
the danger posed to the en-
vironment by indiscriminate
use , of pesticides, en-
tomologists are moving
heaven and earth tolind safer
alternatives. They are making,'
great progress and .in the
meantime, Gregory says,
farmers can help and save
money in addition by reading
the labels and . using in-
secticides as directed.
Department of Agriculture
until the public comment
period on the referendum rule
closes April 30. The
Referendum will allow
Kentucky cattlemen to vote on
establishing a national
uniform collection plan to fund
-beef research, promotion and
consumer information-
programs, says Absher.
If two-thirds of the cat-
tlemen voting in the
referendum approve the or-
der, three tenths of one per
cent of the price of all cattle
sold will be assessed
producers to fund the
programs. Estimates are that
$30 to $40 million per year will
.be raised nationally. More
than 80 state and national beef
and dairy organizations along
with a number of general farm -
organizations have endorsed
the plan, says Absher.
To vote in the referendum,
producers must first register
at the local- ASCS office and
eertify that they have owned
cattle at some time during the
past 12 months. After a two-
week waiting period, they
should return to the ASCS
office to vote. Absentee forms
will be available on request by
cattlemen who prefer to
register and vote by mail.
Maine-Anjou Association To
Hold Meeting In Louisville
KANSAS CITY — The
American Maine-Anjou
Association has announced its
Sixth Annual Membership
Convention to be held June 3-4
in Louisville, Kentucky.
Theme of this year's con-




highlight of the convention
will be an aftepoon at the
races, with one race dedicated
in honor of Maine-Anjou.
Gracious hospitality and
strong support of Maine-
Anjou, as brought together in
Kentucky, makes Louisville a
perfect convention spot.
Kentuckians make up nearly
10 per cent of the AMAA
membership, and Maine-
Anjou breeders in Kentucky
have registered over 4,500
head, making Kentucky the
third largest Maine-Anjou
state in registrations. Ken-
tucky Maine-Anjou
Association members will
have some of their fine cattle
on display during the con-
vention. Convention
headquarters is the Executive
West, just two minutes from
the Louisville airport.
The convention opens
Friday morning, June 3, with
a President's Breakfast for
AMAA state affiliate
presidents. The balance of the
morning will be devoted to
"Open Committee Meetings"
— Performance Registry,




The afternoon at Churchill
Downs June 3 will be followed
in the evening with a casual
get-together hosted by the
Kentucky Maine-Anjou
Association.
Four seminars open the
June 4 convention sessions.
Adrian McEwin, a member of
the Australian Maine-Anjou
Cattle Breeders Association,
will show the movie "The Big
Muster," illustrating the
unique difficulties and
challenges of coping with beef
production in Austrailia's vast
inland areas. Following the
movie, McEwin will talk about
the impact of and progress
made by Maine-Anjou in
Australia.
Robert G. Zimbelman,
Research Manager for the
Upjohn Company, will talk
about synchronization and the
possible use of intramuscular
injections of prostaglandins as
a useful tool in synchronizing
estrus.
Tom Duesler, Vice-
President of Provisions and
Procurement at Oscar Meyer
and Company, will talk about
merchandizing. as an Ina -
portant part of a modern
cattle business. Nra
techniques must be devleopyd





Director, Tom Cook, will talk
about the roll of the ANCA in
the cattle industry, and what
the ANCA can do to help the
individual cattleman.'
The Annual AMAA Mem-
bership Meeting will convent/
at 1:30 p.m., June 4, with a full
report to the membership
As in the past, one-third of
the board of Directors' terms
expire. Ample time during the
Annual Meeting will be
provided for regional
caucuses so that members
may elect their new directors
They will also be able to
discuss other items of
promotion and planning for
their respective state
associations and regions.
When the Annual Meeting
adjourns, the new Board will
meet to elect its Executive
officers for the next year.
The Convention will close on
a festive note with a social
hour, Banquet Buffet, Awards
Presentations, entertainment
and dancing. Highlight of the
Awards Presentations will be
the announcement by AMAA
President Gary Gershmel, of
the "1976 Maine-Man of the
Year." This prestigious award
is presented to an AMAA
member who has made
significant contributions to the




All AMAA members have
been sent information about
the convention — room
reservations at the Executive
West, and information about
Louisville in general. Persons
who are not AMAA members,
but wish to attend, may
receive information by con-
tacting the AMAA office, 564
Livestock Exchange Building,
Kansas City, Missouri 64102
816-474.9555)
Valley Farm Products
Sales Hit New High
MUSCLE SEIOAI,
Alabama — Farmers in the
Tennessee Valley region sold
an estimated$1.7 billion worth
of farm products last year.
about $200 million greater
thanthe year before and a ric
high, according to Dr. Gera
G. Williams, TVA Director f
Agriculture Development
"This increase ,is indicattvt
of the perseverance and
dedication of the regions
farmers, Williams sv:
"Even though farm prices
were about the same as in:
1975, farm sales increased.
indicating a higher level of
production."
Williams said that the
economic effect of farm sales
was multiplied several times
"As farm products moved off
the farm toward the con-
sumer, an estimated $5 8
billion of total economic ac-
tivity was generated," he
said. "This kind of activity
creates many jobs for Valley
residents. Of the estimated P2
million workers in the region.
about one-third are employed
in agriculture or in related
businesses."
Williams said the $200
'million increase in 1976 farm
product sales came . about
equally from crops and from
livestock and poultry.
Average sales' in 1976 reached
almost $14,000 per farm for the
estimated 122,000 Tennessee
Valley farms, he said.
"While farm sales increased
during the past year, so did
the cost of producing farm
products," Williams said.
"We estimate that production
costs increased about 5 per




Plant size determines the
best time to transplant
tobacco, says J. H. Smiley,
UK extension tobacco
specialist. He recommends
transplanting when plants are
6 to 10 inches tall, with a stalk
diameter at least the size of a
pencil.
Plants usually reach this
size between May 15 and June
10 and are ready for tran-
splanting over a period of 7 to
10 days. If bad weather makes
transplanting impossible
when plants are the right size,
they can be successfully
stored for several days.
Plants to be stored for
delayed-transplanting should
be pulled from the bed when
they are dry, wrapped snugly
in burlap or other pbrous
material such as feed bags
and kept under cover in an
upright position with the roots
down. Smiley ecommends
placing bundles on moist soil
or sand to prevent roots from
drying out. Leave space
between bundles for -air cir-
culation.
Examine plants daily for
signs of rot, says Smiley.
Tobacco plants should not be
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loomonemmis
no more than 20 inches apart.
6. Make sure the seed is
covered but don't plant deeper
than 2 inches. if possible,
plant in moist soil to insure
rapid • emergence. Determine
seeding rates by the final
Wheat Growers Should Harvest
Early And Plant Soybeans
stand desired in terms of
plants per foot of row. To
obtain a given number of
plants per foot -.f row, con-
sider seed size, per cent
germination and Low spacing.
StlybeaA varietlei vary in seed -
size from. 2,600 to 3,500 seeds
per pound.
For best yields at harvest,
Bitzer suggests .that farmers
get more detailed recom-




Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Suyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
.Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago-Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Don Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meodor, Mgr.
What you see




Balance in 5 Years
7% Interest
There is always somebody from sines'. liii, ii
has a "bargain- price on grain bins ire
askcd to buy without seerng.what..kind.ot bins SiLi .are
getting.
Before you buy any kind ot vi,nin or LhoL.
you a (;rain Bin by Butler'
You'll see how Butler ectgineering hi'.
safe, dependable proteLtion tor Sum ii iii
feature for feature. and you'll see whs there Arc
iram Bins by Butler on Amer t Irt%
other brand
I.et us show you a Gram Bin BUTLEIDII.by Butler. What you see is yyftat < 
you get. And what you ge.,t is 'tic LR i

















The Mayor and Common Council of the City
of Murray, Kentucky, will be receiving
sealed bids for 512 miles of bituminous
asphalt paving through Wednesday, May
25, 1977, 5:00 p.m. in the office of the City
Clerk. Successful bidder will be required to
furnish $5,000 security bond. The Mayor and
the City Council reserves the right to reject
any or all bids. For additional information,
please contact Street Superintendent Ray
Clark at 753-3790.
PUBLIC NOTICE
The City of Murray has been invited to file a full
application with the Department of Housing and
Urban Development for the Community
Development non-metro discretionary fund.
There will be two Public Hearings held, the first
on May 23, at 10:00 a.m., and the.second on May
24, at 10:00 a.m. to review the full application
and the Housing Assistance Plan. The ap-
plicationxalls for the renovation of the National
Hotel for housing and an activity center for the
handicapped and elderly. All interested citizens
are invited to attend these Public Hearings. For
more information, call the Planner's Office at
753-121.



















ANY ERROR SHOULD 81
REPORTED IMMf DIA'E
LY SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULL
AND NOTIFY US PROM




Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
$200 REWARD for in-
formation leading to
recovery of the items
nientioned stolen from
pickup truck at Wildcat
boat ramp recently.
Model 70 Winchester,
220 Swift Rifle with 8
power, Baush and Lomb
Scope, Model 39A
Marlin, 22 caliber rifle
with 4 power scope. 290
Colt CB" 40 channel. Call
Calloway Sheriff. or 653=
6404.
COLOR PORTRAITS-
bring us. 'yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into an,' size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
2 Notice
HAVING A YARD Sale?
Pick-up free signs,













Matthew 24:13, 14. "But
he that shall endure unto
the end, the same shall
be saved. And this
gospel of the kingdom
shall be preached in all
the world for a witness
unto all nations and then
shall the end come." For
further information
consult your Bible, for
assistance call 753-0984.
Vegetable Plants










South 16th Street. 753-
3855. 15 per cent
discount to Senior
Citizens.
--7- ----71 1 : --"'".NN 5N3k:)r'-
...,....-






AN cviL 14A$ COME TO OUR
TRIBE5.. WE KNOW NOT
Vsts-IAT IT IT INFECT5
-.OUR sA9UT/419..
0 I%




fiT WAS OUT! IT
WAS OUT BY FORTS'






BY NIGHT, THEY HAUNT THE





































Cosmet-Ws. Call .nya LADY TO po
Futrell, 753-4505. housecleaning, one day






starting salary $600 per
month. Send complete




in Person, only, between
10 a. m. and 2 p. m.
Holiday Inn of Murray.
WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
-Make gobtl-rnoney aS a
sates person. If in-





sitter for baby girl,
beginning August.




753-9382 after 5 p. m.
BABYSITTER needed in
my home 5 days a week.




tion has an opening for
an experienced
chemical operator. Must






Corp. Route 2, Box 54
Murray, Ky. 42071.
3. Card Of Thanks
WE THE FAMILY of
Troy M. Butler(wigh to
express our deepest
appreciation to friends
and relaty, es for their
acts of kindness and
sympath extended to
us during illness grid
death of our loved one.
Special thanks to Dr.
King, the donors of
beautiful floral of-







the pallbearers and Max
Churchill Funeral Home
for their efficient ser-
vice. May Gods richest
blessing be with each of
year. The Family.
5 Lost And found
LOST RED and white
male Collie. Last seen
around Pottertown










must be married and
have experience in food
service. Send full
resume and picture to:





Mans World of Paducah
for interview, 443-1807.
BOYS AND GIRLS (No
age limit.) Graduation




See Wayne Linville, City
Hall Building, 5th and
Poplar, at 4 p. m sharp












- dentist Send resume to
P. 0. Box 32M.
ACCOUNTANTS We
currently have positions
open for June or Sep-
tember graduates. Will
also consider individual
with prior public ac-
counting experience.
Send resume and salary
requirements to P.O.
Box 32U, Murray, Ky.
COUPLES OR MATURE
single people interested







S. W. Ky. and N. W.
Tenn.
Guaranteed Weekly



























You must have a
successful work or self
employment history.
Sales background op-










































For Fast Confidential Service






Owe., Oper , reliable
people with depoadsble trac-
tors. Top operators make a
wafts of $50,000 per year.
Call Usher Transport loc.,
Pedecab, Ky. 443-1735
LOANS FOR BUSINESS-
Real Estate or to in-
crease your sales. Mr.
Lamble, 317-282-1674.
1A0BILI MONET MAKER
Own your own mobile money
maker. A new horizon awaits
the person willing to go to
their customer with a much
needed service. WOW, r Wails-
On-Wheels), the nation's most
complete all-purpose, high
prissure washing tent; is the
ultimate in mobile power
washing equipment. The
WOW unit offers its ap-
plication to a widely diver-





and shrubbery spraying. Part
and full time earning potential
of $20,000 to $40,000 annually.
WOW is not a franchise.
Financing available. Write or
call for full details: WOW,
Inc., Box 669N, Gettysburg,
Pa. 17325, (717) 334-9181 or
t 7171 334-1054,
14 Want To Buy





foreign. Also old gold
and sterling. Call 753-
9232.
WANTED TO PUR-
CHASE in Murray, New
Concord area. Twenty
;20) to fourty 40) acres.
Some timber preferred.
Fred Dollman, 206 E.
Main, Yorkville, II.
60560.











or lot on deep water.





address. Mail to P. 0.
MA 32P.
15 Articles For Sale
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
AVAILABLE. NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.











DITIONER. We also buy
used air conditioners.
Dill Electric, 753-9104 or
733-1551.
15 Articles For Sale
18 CUBIC foot chest
freezer. $60. Call 753-
2386.
RUG 13'6" x 23'6", color-
green valler. Very good
condition. Includes
padding and extra short
pieces. Call 753-2501.
REBUILT LAWN
mowers. $25 and up. K
and H Repair, 94 East.
REMOVE CARPET
paths and spots; fluff
_beaten_ doyo nap with
Blue Lustre_ Rent
shampooer, Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.
SHUTTERS - Black
plastic. Sizes 39 through
67 inches. Inquire at
Murray Lumber
Company 104 Maple or
call 753-3161.
MOVING SALE - 30"
electric stove, Gibson,




writing desk, chest of
drawers, lamps', coffee
table, and other
numerous - items. Call
753-2833.
AIR CONDITIONER for
sale. Three years old to
date. 23,000 BTU. $250.
Morning, 753-4155.
AIR COMPRESSORS for
sale. All sizes available.






IF YOU think home fires
always happen to other





WHEEL horse, 36" cut.







washer. All cycles. $75.
Call 753-2967 after 5 p.
m.
GRASS HOG cuts grass






and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760




$45.00. We rebuild your





Wide front end. Good
tires, new paint. $1000.
Call 436-2448 after 4 p.
m.,
JOHN DLEHE lawn rand
garden tractor. One
year old, 16 h. p.
Hydrostatic _dueal
hydraulic lift, 48"
mower, 4 h. p. vacuum
attachmen! and land-
scaping rake. Call 436-
2432.
1973 MASSEY Ferguson
300 combine_ Call 43.5-
4232 or 435-4238 after 5 p.
m.
CATTLE TRAILER, used
6 times. Call 753-2967
after 5 p. m.
DOZER, ,1 Caterpillar.
Older model in wood
running condition.
Hydraulic. Priced very
reasonable. Will pay for
itself, cleaning up this
summer. Call 436-5628
evenings.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery





345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and






jet boats. Call 527-1456
days or 527-8814 nights.
Located at Edwards
Motor Co., 305 E. 4th,
Benton, Ky.
1973 MODEL 14' Ebbtide
Bassmaster, 50 h. p.
Evinrude. Tilt trailer,
carpet. $1600. Call 753-
2720.
28' PONTOON boat. 1973
Johnson 65 horse motor.
Carpet on floor. Call 753-
4904.
14' ALUMINUM CRAFT
V-bottom. 18 h. p. motor





Call 753-2967 after 4 p.
m.
POWERBILT•golf clubs,
full set. Call 753-6901
before 3:30.'
12' ALUMINUM ion boat,
4 horse motor and
trailer. Also four G78-15







mercial, 800 lb. slate
bed, delivered and set
up with all equipment.
From $650.00. Seven
models on display many
others available. Also
coin operated tables.
Milan Pool Tables sales.
901-686-1177.
FOR SALE Condor 10
speed. Call 753-0305.
1,2 H.P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling

















& Pest Control100 South 13th
24 Miscellaneous
FIREPLACE enclosure














times, $60. 19"" x 21" x
141'2" built-in icebox for
















































































































made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah.
Phone 1-443-7323.
RCA 25" COLOR console
TV. Perfect color
reception, 4200. Sperti
sun lamp with stand,
like new, $25. Antique
solid oak table, Circa
1900 white, $25. Kin-




seat and backs. Ex-
cellent condition. $5.00





console in your home for





new. For balance due or
low monthly payment. J
and B Music-Magnavox,
- 753-7575.
27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 65 unfurnished, extra
nice. $5100. Call 489-2792.





FOR SALE OR RENT -
12 x 60, 2 bedroom
trailer. Call 436-5604.
1973 12 x 72
TOWNHOUSE, 2
bedrooms, 1 bath, living
room, den with bar,
kitchen, all large rooms.
Extra nice. Must see to
appreciate. Call 436-5455
after 5 p.m.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to ail 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247-
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOME for rent.
3 miles east of Murray
v. on Pottertown Road














mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30 Business Rentals
BUILDING at 329 N. 4th.
No auto painting. Air
compressor and hoist
furnished. Call 753-4041.
stela. IP X 30 Kb


















apartment for 1 or 2. $85
per month. Call 753-7243.
TWO BEDROOM
apartment, air con-










ments. Inquire at 1424
Vine.







34. Houses For Root
FOUR BEDROOM, 2
bath, brick. 3.5 miles
from Murray on 94E.
$200 per month. Call 492-
8598.
TWO BEDROOM brick
home four miles West on
783. Phone 753-4038 after
4 p:m. or 502-466-3311.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE our
,bedroom, 2 bath, brick
home with double
garage, nicely









filly. Call after 5 and
weekends, Col. Morgan,
498-8376.
NUBIAN milk goat and
kid.: Gentle, gives
gallon a day. Call 753-
0672 nights.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.





Jim Adams Food Liners
THRIVING CATTLE RANCH - approximately 718
acres South of Murray with year-around lime




206 South 4th Street, Murray.
Phone 753-5646
ATTENTION HOME OWNERS
Another year is aoina by and you ore paying
those high utility bills for air conditioning and
this winter it will be heat bilk. Let us cut those
utility bills plus beautify your horne with No I
insulated aluminum siding. We also do trim
work on brick homes
All Work Guaranteed
Products Guaranteed by Factory




Mayfield Ky 42066 Tele 247 6161
37 livestock Supplies
PERFORMANCE tested
L2 and 44 blood Sim-
mental and Maine-
Anjou bulls. Only the
very best performance
bulls. Selected from
over 1,000. Cows are
being offered for sale.
Broad Bent Farms,
Cadiz, Ky. 42211. Call
























redecorated 3 bedroom... 
homewith fireplace,
located 5 minutes from
Murray. Extra large lot
goes with house. Lot is
perfect for horses or
garden area. Owners
are moving and' anxious
to sell. Excellent op-
portunity fer fine buy on
a qualitrhome. Phone
Kopperud Realty 753-
1222 for more in-
formation.
RETIRED AND looking
for a place to live? Or
are you looking for
rental property? Look
no further! Consider this
recently painted, two
bedroom, house on
South 10th Street. Priced
for any pocketbook,
under $10,000.00. Call
today for an ap-
pointment. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505




South 12th at Sycamore „
TELEPHONE 7511061
A PLACE TO SWIM. 
open 
YoiR,
would n the doors t
comfortable, private
casual living with your
own 20 it 40 fenced
swimming pool and 3
bedroom home located
close to shopping cen-
ters. This is the first
time offered and price is
in the low 30's. Don't
miss out on this one!
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222, for
an appointment to see
this fine home.
OWNER SAYS SELL!!!
Income property. . . 2
story frame house near
university, 2 apart-
ments, central gas heat,












bedroom, 1/2 bath home
at 1312 Kirkwood Drive.
A pretty den with
fireplace that opens on-
to .a redwood deck. An








LIVING in East Y
Manor. A white brick 3
bedroom ranch home on
large lot. Has electric
baseboard heat, carpet,




basketball court. A nice








202 Swett 4910 Street
Phew* 75343









Agency, 206 South 4th,
753-5646.
1612 LOCH LOMOND -
Quiet, beautiful, 4
bedroom home in ex-
cellent residential area





and utility area with
abundant storage,





lawn. Call or come by
105 N. 12th, Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 753-8080.
WALDROP REAL ESTATE
206 S. 06 Street
7534646
Sow Wiwi Wooded.
44 Lots For Sale
LOT FOR SALE. Can
build house or set up





Ky. Lake near Hamlin.
For information call
Robert A. Morris 436-
2473.
45 Farms For Sale
NEW BRICK home,
energy efficient.
Wooded 3 acres, 12
minutes North Of
Murray, 641. Call 527-
1087.
46. Homes For Sale
EXCEPTIONALLY
NICE -house for starter
or retirement. Enjoy
country living, 2 miles
from town in this 2
bedroom brick with
large yard, big kitchen,
spacious living dining
room with fireplace.
Central heat and air.
Call 753-5208 or 753-4140
SEVEN ROOM house, 4
acres land, by owner.
$30,000. Lynn Grove, 435-
4240. Leaving area.
HOUSE IN COUNTRY
nearly finished, 900 sq.
ft. on 3 wooded acres.
Large garden, well
leptic tank, all utilities.
6'2 miles SE of Murray.
$10,000. Call 436-2173.
FOUR BEDROOM, 21/2
baths, on Oaks Country





den and kitchen. Half
basement, utility porch




yard and large garden
spot, already prepared.
Convenient to schools
and 1 block from
campus, Low 30's. Call
753-4182.
THREE BEDROOM
frame on a large lot. 7.5
miles East of Murray on






for a small bike. Knobby
tires front and rear.
Asking $250.00. Call 437-




Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 SIX CYLINDER,
FOrd pickup. With tool
box. Good condition. See
at Riviera Cts. or call
753-3280 between 8 and 5.
1974 MONTE CARLO,
black on black on black.
Call 435-4429, Mayfield.
1974 AMC jeep pickup. 360




1964 FALCON, 2 door, 6
MINT CONDITION. 1954 cylinder, automatic. 30
Nash.Earina,itdoilr.with.-r_ Eagsa.son_tractonr....K.
46,000- original Miles. ' bilSheg. plow, harrow
Call 753-5208 or 753-4140. disc. Call 247-5296,
Puryear







steering, brakes and air
Maroon with White top.
Call 753-4015
After 4:00 call 753-6103.
1974 PINTO SQUIRE
.vagon. Call 753-6848
after 6. Must sell
1970 TRIUMPH. Call
after 3 p. m. 753-940;
1974 CUTLASS Supreme.







wheel, and all power .
$750.00. Call 1-354-6217
-
1974 HONDA Civic Hatch-
back. 35 mpg. Excellent
shape. $1595. Call 435-
4413.
1967 CHEVROLET truck.




air condition, full power,
radial tires, power tail
gate. Call 753-5115 after
6 p. m.
1974 FORD Ranch
Wagon. Power and air.
$1850. Must sell. Call 1-
247-7503.
1963 CHEVY short bed :2
ton truck Call 753-6901
before 330
1964 CHEVY one ton
truck. Long wheel base-
new engine, tires - paint
and more. Call 436-2713.
1967 CHEVROLET step







$475. Call evenings, 436-
5679.
1974 FORD van, .E-200,
27,000 miles. Call 753-
2967 after 5 p. m.
EXTRA CLEAN
Squareback V. W. Can




Air and power. Red with
gray interior. Radials,
Big block -engine with
headers Good gas
mileage. Call 437-4606
after 4 p m. If no an-
swer, call 354-8222.
1973 DimGE DART,
$1,000.00 or best offer.
Call 436-2190
F400 DUMP truck and 3
axle trailer Call 436-
2261.
1967 FORD PICKUP,
$395. See 'at Swift
Roofing Company,
Industrial Load or call







1968 CAM A RO Leeds
work. Call 767-2512 bet-
ween 5 and 7 p m.
1974 CHEVROLET




tape. $1150. Call 753-
6148.
NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air, power




SALES located 4 . miles
--East of Murray. on
Highway 94 toward Ken-
Lake. Authorized Fan
arid Star Craft dealer.
Clean used campers'.
Open 7 days per week.
Call 753-0605. •
FOR SALE - slide-in
camper, sleeps 4. Never
been transported. far-







plate and window glass.
M and G Complete
Glass, 753-0180.
DRIVEWAYS white
rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
7534381.
WILL L3ABYSIT in my
home for infants 1 year









ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
HOME REPAIR, pain-




TANK . and backhoe
work needs call John






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat. and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
.  _ _estimates.
1971 LARK CAMPING
• trailer, sleeps 6. Priced
4' reduced, must sell. Call
753-7292.
AZTEC POP UP camper,














SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after
p. m. 436-5896.




K AND H REPAIR - 94
East. Phone 753-3323.
Lawn -mower and small
engine. 1 day service.
51 Services Offered
KIRBY Carpet Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be






windows and doors. Call
753-4124. CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
of any kind. Phone 753-
L & M Blacktopping, seal 9753.




















NEED TREES cut, or
light .hauling. Call 753-
4707.
WILL HAUL LIME or,'
white rock or sand. Call
753-6763, Roger Hutsoli,
753-4545.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal,













house siding & trim. Call -
Jack Glover., 753-1873






struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky,
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
LYONS BROTHERS
Custom Dozer wOrk. No
job too ,tiAcor too-small.'
Call Jimmy and I.. W.
i Dubi Lyons. 474-2264.
QUALITY SERVICE







PAINTING - Interior and
exterior Free
estimates. After 5 p.m.





rock gardens, etc. Also
free estimate on stone
work. Calt753-0122.
LICENSE ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will, do
plumbing, heating and
seWer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
54 Free Column
HALF ST. Bernard, 10
months old. Needs good
home. Call 436-5604
SIX LONG haired kittens.
Call 436-5650 after 4 p.m.
FREE SIX WEEKS old
Calico kitten. Sweet and
beautiful. Call 753-6219
I











(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from 
Oethe paper and save for handy reference)
eel
Hinman's Rentals
House, garden, auto, sewer, power and concrete tools and etc.
753-5703


































We con IN (opener
N& ewt? Werrenty Service .,
/Ivry 04 tact
9 a. to. te t p. se Tres . Wird
NW Thies 9 e. et to 10 p no.








































































Bill Houghtbn, Rte.' 6,
Box 68502-492-8837
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Wildlife Officials Face Task Sullivan
Resigning
Of Restocking Farm Pond fish To Buy Club
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The hard winter greatly
increased the spring chores of
Kentucky wildlife officials by
killing all the fish in hundreds
of farm ponds, officials say.
Fisheries director Charles
C. Bowers says deliveries of
fish to restock the "killed-out"
ponds are starting this week.
That job is in addition to the
regular free fish-stocking
program of the Division of
Fisheries, which stocked
about 1,500 ponds last year,
Bowers said.
"We had about 700 farm
ponds killed out by the cold
weather. Two months of ice
cover and snow cover over
that was too much. . . There
...was_ne.way for oxygen to get
in," he said.
Only in deeper ponds, six
feet deep or more, was there
enough water to store the
oxygen needed to keep fish
alive, Bowers said.
He said fish were kept live in
state hatchery ponds, which
also froze over, by main-t
taming a steady flow of fresh
water under the ice.
The division is not only
replacing the winter-killed
fish, but is gearing up the
regular stocking program,
Bowers said.
He said now is the best time
of year to examine previously
stocked ponds to see if they
need restocking. This can be
done by netting with a 10-foot
seine.
"If you've got bluegill about
five inches through seven
inches and you've got young
bass in the net, your pond is
probably in pretty gobd
shape," Bowera said.
If the net brings up smaller
bluegill and no bass, or a
preponderance of six to nine-
inch bass and no bluegill, it's a






Mrs. Ella May Myers,
mother of Mrs. Milton (Inez)
Jones of Murray, died Friday
at 9 A05 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. She was 86
years of age and a resident of
1912 Harrison Street,
e Paducah.
The deceased, the widow of
Charles Tom Myers, was a
member of the Bible Baptist
Church, Paducah. She was
born in Ballard County.
Mrs. Myers is survived by
five daughters, Mrs. Jones of
.Murray, Mrs. Gladys. Owen,
Mrs. Grace Davis, Mrs. Vadys
Elrod, and Mrs. Maggie Ross,
all of Paducah; two sons,
Hershel Myers, Mackson,
Mich., and Claude Myers,
Paducah; one brother, Jim
Lindsey, Jackson, Mich.; two







The funeral was held
Sunday at two ,' p.m. at the
Bible Baptist Church,
Paducah, with the Rev. Don
Young officiating.
Pallbearers were Tommy
and Jimmie Myers, Kenny
Simpson, Willie Owen, Jr.,
Charlie Craig, and Ronnie
Jones. Burial was in the
Palestine Cemetery in Mc-
Cracken County.
Henry Hargrove Is
Dead At Age 65;
Funeral Tuesday
Henry Hargrove of 605 Ellis
Drive, Murray, died Sunday at
9:20 a. m. at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah. He
was 65 years of age.
The Murray man was a
retired sawmill operator.
Born October 14, 1911, in Trigg
County, he was the son of the
late Jack Hargrove and Bertie
Bullock flgrgrove.
Mr. Hargrove is survived by
his 'wife, Mrs. Jettie Mae
Futrell Hargrove, 605 Ellis
Prive,_ Murray," to whom he
was married on July 28, 1934;
one daughter Mrs. Namon
(Shelby Jean) Outland, one
son, Herbert Thomas
(Tommy) Hargrove, and one
grandson, Ricky Hargrove, all
of East Peoria, Ill.; three
sisters, Mrs. Peachie Harris,
Dover, Tn., Mrs. Floyd
( Euple ) Butler, Almo` Route
One, and Mrs. G. P. ( Oaple)
Jones, Murray Route Seven;
one brother, Homer Hargrove,
Dover, Tn.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at two p. m. at
the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Eugene Peal of-
ficiating. Nephews will serve
as pallbearers and burial will
be in the Dover Memorial
Gardens, Dover, Tn.
Friends may call at the







A Vote For me Is A Vote For
Effective And Respectable
Low Enforcement
Paid For By The Candidate
Your Ears Pierced FREE
With a purchase of piercing earrings
$799
FREI Prof mt..ol
%neek nen one.een ,c, nen Noe seleo<e• erelon
%tenon" steel pent rni ores Penteenl tennee









At Cooper Union, New York, Lincoln said, "Let us
have faith-that right makes might..." It can not be
oved but it certainly is likely his thought originated
from the Bible. For example -
The Old Testament cities many cases of cruelties,
stonings, scourges, slaying by the sword - and all for
nought. And in the New Testament consider the cases
of the twelve disciples. Only John died of old age. Peter
was crucified, head downward. Andrew and Simon
were crucified too. James, the young brother of the
Saviour was beaten to death with a club. Bartholomew
was flayed alive. James, the elder son of Zebedee was
beheaded. Thomas the doubter, was killed with a lan-
ce. Philip was hanged. Matthew was slain by sword.
Thaddeus was shot to death with arrows.
In martyrdom they suffered pitiful deaths. Through
the ages, such deaths have proved that the God of right
is ever more powerful than naked might, atomic bom-
bs, armies or weapons.. .The preservation and develop-
ment of the church through the ages proves that
devilish forces can not conquer the God of right and
j




Pete Pfeiffer said Pond
owners can get help through
the division's technical
guidance program by writing
to the division in Frankfort or
contacting their county
conservation officer.
"If a farmer has problems—
if he's dissatisfied with the
fishing or has algae or weed
problems—he can request this
service," Pfeiffer said.
If there are problems, he
said, a fisheries biologist will
inspect the pond and advise
what to do.
Ponds that offer poor fishing
may need time-consuming
work before they can be
_restocked, he said, so it's
advisable to find out now whit
will have to be done before the
pond can be restocked in the
fall.
"It's a cycle that begins in
the fall. In the fall you get
bluegill and channel catfish.
Then in the spring you get
bass and that completes the
cycle," he said. "You can take
or leave the channel catfish."
"If they've got a pond that
they want stocked they should
start thinking about it now,"
he said.
If a pond is already well-
balanced, Pfeiffer said, it's
important to catch enough
bluegill to keep it that way.
He said five to seven pounds
of bluegill should be harvested
for every pound of bass.
If a pond is one-half acre or
larger and the owner wants to
maintain a sustained fish
harvest over the years,
Pfeiffer added, "we'll write
him a management _program
for the pond."
Stag Night To Be
Held At Murray Club
The regular monthly stag
night will be held Thursday
beginning at 6 p. m. at the
Murray Country Club, All men
in the club are invited to at-
tend.
M. C. Garrott is chairman of
the arrangements committee
and is being assisted by Henry
Fulton, Cecil Farris and
Jimmy Dale Clopton.
Reservations are requested
by calling any one of the
committee before noon
Thursday: Garrott, 753-7809;
Fulton, 753-3171; Farris, 753-
2205; or Clopton, 753-3186.
Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
l'imes by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Indus. Avg.  +5.34
Airco 32% +%
Am. Motors 4¼ one
Ashland Oil 36 +%
A. T. & T. Sea -1/4
Ford Motor Co  56 +%
Gen. Dynamics 56 +%
Can. Mots -----0111% +104




Quaker Oats 24 -le
Republic Steel 31 -%
Singer Mfg 2214 one
Tappan 10 unc.
Western Union 17% +14
Zenith Radio 23% +1%
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp.. of
Murray, are as follows:







General Elec 54% +%
GAF Corp 11% -%
Georgia Pacific 30% -1/4
Pfizer 26 + %
Jim Walters 331/4 one
Kirsch  16 UDC
Disney 36% +%








Federal State Market News Service May
IA, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes? Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 717 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts steady & firm Sows steady
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. . .143.32-43.50 few 43.75
U$ 1-3200-349th.. 143.00-43.25
US 2-4 240-26010s. $42.30-43.00
US 3-4200-26011w.. $41,75-42.50
Sows •
US 1-2 bs $33.50-34.50
US 1-3 300.4SOjbs. 134.50-35.50
US 1-3 135.00-36.00 few 36.50 .
US 7,3 300-500 lbs 133.0043.50
Boars 24.00-26.50
Eight states had per capita
tax burdens under $500 in fiscal
1975, says the Commerce Clear-
ing House. They include Ala-
bama, Arkansas, Kentucky,
Mississippi, North Carolina, Ok-








Ice. Perlis. At Roar Deer
Jimmy Sullivan, golf pro at
the Murray Country Club, has
submitted his resithation
from the post effective June
15, 1977.
Sullivan indicated to the
club's board of directors that
he planned to purchase the
Carroll Lake Golf Club, a
private-public 18 hole facility,
near McKenzie, Tn.
The MCC boardof directors,
in a meeting Sunday, named a
three-markoMmittee to study
the matter and report back to
the board. Serving on the
committee are Tim Miller, J.
D. Rayburn and Al Lindsey.
Sullivan came to Murray in
1957 as assistant to the late
Louis Sluemeyer. -In 1962 he
became a member of the
Professional Golf Association
(PGA).
A native of Paducah, he is
married to the former Jerlene
Kaufman. The Sullivans have
two children, Gary, 18, and
Lynn, 16, both members of the.,
Murray High golf team. Mrs.
Sullivan was the 1975 women's








Directors, according to local
officials.
Anyone interested in
making application for the
_position, should contact the
secretary at the Com-
prehensive Care Center, 702
Main Street, Murray, phone
753022, by Wednesday, May
18.
Congress Completing Week
On Major Tax Bill Overhaul
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress is
completing work on a multibillion-
dollar tax bill that would cut taxes an
average of $111 a year for 48 million
taxpayers, while raising taxes for two
million single workers.
The bill, latest in a series of tax cuts
that began in 1975, headed for final
approval in the House today. Final
Regents.• •
( Continued From Page 11
new duties Aug. 1. A Certified Public
Accountant, he earned both the B. S.
and M. B. A. degrees at Murray State
and the Ph. D. at the University of
Arkansas. He was awarded the H. B.
Earhart Foundation Fellowship for
doctoralr,.4il ler,s t3u2d,
ys.ucceeds Dr. William J.
Grasty, who has asked to go back to
full-time teaching and research.
Wylder will replace the retiring Dr.
Guy Battle July 1. He is a departmental
chairman at the Southwest State
University in Minnesota. Wylder, 53,
has also been a faculty member at
Bradley University, the University of
Iowa, the University of New Mexico,
Utah State University, Colorado State
University, and Bimidji (Minn.) State
College.
ialist in Amencan literature,
he has also served as director of
remedial writing and fresfunan com-
position programs. He earned the B. A.,
M. F. A., and Ph. D. degrees at the
University of Iowa.
Mrs. Erwin, a member of the nursing
faculty since 1970, will succeed Dr.
Ruth Cole, who is retiring, on July 1 and
serve as interim chairwoman until a
new department head is appointed.
An alumna of Murray State, Mrs.
Erwin, 30, earned the M. S. N. degree at
Vanderbilt University. She has com-
pleted the course work for the Ph. D. in
_higher education at Southern Illinois
University and is preparing her
dissertation.
Senate approval also is expected early
this week and President Carter is likely
to sign it into law before the end of the
month.
The new annual tax cut will be $5.2
billion for individuals and $2.5 billion
for companies, plus another con-
tinuation of multibillion-dollar cuts
Congress has approved on a temporary
basis since 1975.
In all, between now and the end of the
1979 budget year, the bill will mean a
634.1-billion cut in revenue for the
federal treasury.
The bill makes permanent changes in
standard deductions, to be reflected in
payroll tax withholding adjustments
beginning June 1.
The tax bill heads a Congressional
agenda this week that includes action
on President Carter's energy program,
a $36-pillion military hardware bill and
a $3.2-billion U.S. military aid bill.
The Senate is to vote on creation of
Carter's proposed Department of
Energy and a key issue will be how
much power to give its Cabinet director
to set oil and natural gas prices.
The Senate also is to vote on a $36-
billion defense authorization bill, which
among other things includes $81.6
million for a new nuclear aircraft
carrier just.  in case Carter and
Congress reverse their decisions not to
build it.
The House is to vote on a $3.2-billion
U.S. military aid bill with a $15 million
cut in aid to Zaire. Supporters of the cut
in aid to Zaire say the move is a signal
to Carter and to African nations that
Congress wants no military in-
volvement on that continent.
The bill also includes a $100-million
refugee and war rehabilitation fund for
black-ruled countries in South Africa,
Including Angola when and if U. S.
diplomatic relations are restored with
that country.
The tax bill cuts taxes for 46 million
people, raising them for two million.
Murray High School language students vAnning awards at the first State
Foreign Language competition held Saturday in Danville were, left to right, in
French: Ifim Alley, second place in T-shirt mark Cunningham and Ray Stewart,
first in Ceramics Tina George, holding her entry, third in costumes in Spanish,
Debbie Damen, second in Poetry II and Beth Boston, first in Advanced Poetry. .
Mrs. Ruth Howard teaches Frenchr and Mrs. Rebecca Peebles teaches Spanish.
Say hello to
Mountain Dew
in the Gallon Pack
and save.
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